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Abstract 
According to the thesis title - Personal Library System is a web - based library 
system that will enable necessary and relevant data to be stores online and be 
accessible at all times. 
By using this system users will be able to search for necessary information on 
lecturers and members of the faculty at ease. This will not only increase afficiency 
but will also indirectly create an inventory of all the skills and know how available. 
Lecturers will be able to include personal details about themselves and an inventory 
of books, on line journals, software and other misceallanous resources accessible to 
students. This system will also record students who have borrowed their resources 
making it easier to keep track of such occurances. 
This system will be developed with ASP.NET. The operating system to be used is 
Windows 2000 Professional. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 shall be used as the 
database management system and Internet. Information Serverfl lS) shall act as 
webserver. ther development tools include Microsoft Vi uni tudio.N T Architect 
dition and - ditplus, 
With the implementation of the Personal Librar y tern our faculty will hopefuJly 
be even more u er friend! . 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
A library is defined as a place in which books, recording, films and other forms of media 
are kept. Nowadays most libraries also use an Online Paging Access Control(OPAC) to 
keep an inventory of all its media. This system would also enable users to search for the 
available media, the status and the location. 
In a way a personal library system has similar concept to an OPAC. Tbis system 
would hold data of all personnel or staff in a certain organisation and details of these 
person(s). In addition the system can also hold information useful to the users like the 
career paths of the personnel, available media, experience and other mi cellaneous 
iufonnation. 
A personal library system is actually the most basic idea in implementating 
database solutiuons. Many people are utilising similar ideas and olutions with ut 
realising it. A good example would be the address book on a Personal Digital Assistant 
(PDA). Here this system is able to store necessary contact information of person(s) and 
provide links to appointment made with them. 
Several Multi National rp ration. like 'clumber er, 'hell and P tronas have 
been profit in directly or indirect! from such ' t ·ms in t ·nu. or inoroasinu ofllciency, 
reducin redundancy of raw data ... tartln with u basic dntnbasc f employees these 
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systems have expanded to becoming separate or integrated systems holding compiled 
data of the companies. 
In a way a Personal Library System is not a significant asset as it does not 
directly generate income for a company. However it does increase efficiency and reduce 
cost. This will indirectly contribute to the profits of a company. This system can also be 
expanded to becoming an inventory of all equipment in an organisation making it easier 
to keep record of the usage of such equipment and the locations at any point of time. 
Basically the personal library system r intend to develop will hold library 
information on all staff enabling easy searches with the help of a search option. This 
system will enable users to obtain necessary information of the available resource on 
campus without the hassle of having to go through other people or the risk of handling 
third hand information. 
At the same time the people in an organisation will also have a record of 
equipment others have borrowed from them. This will also make it easier when 
performing rso auditing. 
In a way the mo t ignificant progre as a result of the implementation of thi · 
system is that it reduces repetition of data entry. A personal library s stem will hold All 
necessary data convenient l.rncrs nud coutribut toward a p111 crles om · . 
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1.2 Problem Definition 
The traditional/manual practise for a personal library has a number of weaknesses. Some 
of the major disadvantages of the present system are stated below: 
• Time Consumin2 
The traditional system consists of physical files where information of staff or 
personel are kept in various offices. In a faculty each lecturer would have their 
own website but not necessarily their own personal library. Having this system 
would reduce time in searching for resources. 
• Inconsistency of Data 
A number of academic staff have developed their own website allowing students 
to download notes, get links to various websites and find information about their 
lecturers. However their is no consistency or basic guidelines for the information 
that should be included on the website. This has resulted in differing information 
on these websites. While some lecturers provide complete information about 
themselves others merely upload lecture notes. Students have difficulty finding 
information about their lecturers especially when enquiring about their expertise 
in supervising final year project . 
1.3 Project Objectives 
3 
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The main purpose of this project is to solve the problems of the current system( ). The 
core objectives of the project are: 
• Reduce time involved in searching for information avalaible resources 
• Build an information centre that will complement the existing personal websites 
by providing links to them and information not contained in them. 
• To provide a user - friendly database system enabling lecturers to construct their 
very own personal library. 
• To develop a system that will integrate all future and existing systems if not by 
integration the database at least by linking them. 
• Create a powerful and stable system utilising database solutions which will either 
directly or indirectly increase efficiency 
• Build a system that will hold a record of necessary information making is easier 
to perform rso auditing. 
1.4 Project Scope 
J .4.1 Project Content 
The scope of this project has been limited to a much smaller scale. Unlike the existin · 
systems that often is implemented via wide area networks the ystem l intend to de i n 
i scaled down to a single faculty. The faculty I hall be u in f r the implementation of 
this ystem is the Faculty of omputer cience and lnlorruatic 11 T chnolo y1 · niv .. rsily 
Malaya. The contents of the s tem should in ludo: 
4 
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• General information about all faculty staff 
• Research interest of faculty staff 
• Available resources of faculty members that students have access to 
• Ongoing research being done on faculty and members of the faculty involved in 
it 
• Career paths of academic staff and future plans 
• A transaction section that keeps information of resources that have been 
borrowed and the person(s) concerned 
• Necessary security and authentication when inserting, deleting and updating 
database. 
1.4.2 Project Features 
The following are a list of features that will be given emphasis in this project: 
• Backend functionalities and database systems 
• The implementation of a relational database on a database server platform 
• Complete search options for querying the database 
• Multiple access level consi sting of admini trator, lecturers, students and 
outsider. 
• nline user interface for editing and manipulatin data 
• Administration and maintenance pa e for the purpose of housekeepin · in the 
sy tern by auth rized per 'On s). 
5 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcome of this project are listed below: 
• The design of the system has to be simple and user - friendly. The system will be 
easy to use as it is menu driven. Users should be able to operate the even without 
any training or online help. 
• The data entry will be checked by the system on the client side and sbouJd there 
be any errors the system win report it to the user by sending a user - friendly 
message. 
• The system will generate accurate and easy to read reports of with certain extra 
functions for users at different access levels. Example: mid-level users would be 
able to manipulate personal data through the user interface. 
• In relation to the statement above the completed system will have a number of 
access levels catering for outsiders, students of the faculty and lecturers. 
• All web pages will have a standard and dynamic graphical user interface that will 
have the same interface across multiple browser display. 
• The database cam be easily expanded if the capabilities and functionalities of the 
system increase in the future. 
1.6 Project Limitations 
The limitations of this pr ject basically surround the . c pc of the s stem. The obvious 
limitations will nly be apparent once th s stern tuts t en used for o period f tlmo us 
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user requirements would be different then. The limitations of the project are listed 
below: 
• The main limitation for this project is that it is an online system and therefore 
dependant on the availability of internet access. Without access to the world 
wide web users would no be able to access the system. However should the 
system be access regularly from the faculty computer tabs the, certain contents 
of the system would be stored in the server cache enabling users limited access 
to the system. 
• The response time of the system would depend on the efficiency of the webhost 
and the internet service provider. 
• As this system is dependant on a database it would need expansion and changes 
in the future.This system will serve its purpose for now taking into consideration 
the present technology. Should technology change some parts of the system 
might become redundant 
l.7 Project Schedule 
f n purpose of achieving the objectives of the system, project milestones have to be 
drawn. These milestones will assist in allocating the time for each stage in developing 
the system. Thi' will lead to preparing a set of guidelines in developing the sy tern. A 
project must be properly managed as it may involved extensive effort. Good project· 
management is necessary in coordinating the aspects of a project. (Ienco th project can 
be completed despite the constraints in l obstacles d fined. As tho time pan of thi. 
project is limited certain aspects ho e to be considore J. Among them arc: 
7 
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• Defining the goals of the project 
• Defining, identifying and allocation of resources 
• Establish a project schedule and a work breakdown 
• Trace and monitor progress to ensure milestones are accomplished on time 
• Document the development process of the project 
A project schedule has been drawn for a graphical view of the work break down and 
project schedule. The project schedule of the Personal Library System is shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
Project Stage 
System Study 
4 
March April 
Literature Review 
3 
Methodology 
2 3 4 2 1 
System Analysis and Design 
System Design 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 
2.1 Introduction to Personal Library Systems 
2.1.1 What is a Personal Library System 
A Library is basically a place that stores all types of media accessible by members of the 
library. A personal library in a way is similar to that. Instead of storing media it stores 
information in a database, again accessible to members or users with accounts to the 
system. In a way this system has certain similarities to an Online Paging Access System 
(OPAC). 
A personal library system stores information of a person who works in a certain 
organisation, company or department and the resources they have. This information 
often includes personal biodata, career paths and other details. As this system is being 
custom made for the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology of 
University Malaya the focus will be more on resources and availability of these 
resources. 
The information available would be more towards academic achievements and 
research. Other valid information to student of the faculty iuch u objects taught and 
the is titles offered would also be available. This would mnke it cnsicr f r students to 
find information about their lecturers. 
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2.2 Analytical Studies 
2.2.1 Case Study 1: Case Study 1: Biotech Personal Library Homepage 
·- 
Figure 2.1: Biotech Personal Library Home Page 
Biotechmesa.net (http://www.biotechmesa.netD is THE site for the biotechnology 
community in New Mexico. Here biotech and biomedical researchers can search a wide 
array of research resources and information technology databases at the same time. 
Users can earch biotechnology dictionary, glo sary and thesaurus at· Ute same time. 
[28] 
Biotech Per onal Library Homepa c is a s stem that creates a compilation tho 
best online reference that ha· relevance to th bio-te ihnicul industry. The personal 
library is actually part f Biotcchbtesa.net. Thi. web: it in a wny crent s an online 
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presence for other people in the bio-technical industry to refer to. Members of the 
website can use the personal library services to compile information about their research 
and also find resources that might assist them. Here users can store and categorise 
documents of interest retrieved through Biotechmesa.net. 
Below are the pros and cons of the system: 
Pros 
• services are free 
• term and definition search option provided 
• excellent for users who are working/researching in Bio-Technical field 
• very good search engine and contains detailed resources on the ongoing work in the 
bio-technical field in New Mexico 
Cons 
• Resources are limited to search results retrieved from search option provided by 
website. 
• Search options are limited to bio-tech websites or searches that are linked to the 
website. 
11 
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2.2.2 Case Study 2: Digital Library Project, University of California, Berkeley 
, ~~ ...... _,__,w- 
r.ar- I 
~,--~~~----. .. ~~~ 
,,.. 
Figure 2.2: University of California, Berkeley Digital Library Project 
The Digital Library Project is a set of services that allows users to store, organize and 
maintain network-accessible distributed document resources. Examples of such 
resources are on-line readers for course , collections of documents related to some topic, 
collections of personal documents, technical report series and collection' of document 
maintained by a working group. 
12 
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The primary services provided by the PL are collection management service and 
repository service. In our terminology, a collection is a set of documents, which in tum 
may comprise one or more (potentially distributed) resources (general, a fixation of that. 
document in a given format). The collection manager lets users create, populate. 
maintain and search collections, among other things. Of course, the resources 
comprising documents in a collection have to live somewhere. If a resource already has 
a satisfactory network-accessible home, a collection may just point to that. However, if 
it doesn't, as may be the case for a paper document in a filing cabinet or an electronic 
document on a local disk, the repository server affiliated with our collection manager 
will provide storage for it. [26] 
• The collection manager allows multiple formats of the same work to be organized 
together. 
• The collection manager caches resources in each collection 
• Items in each colJection are indexed, both by metadata and full-text 
• The collection manager, in conjunction with the repository manager, allows users to 
easily include scanned image documents and born-digital documents in the same 
collection 
• Accessible to collections can be restricted to D oup, facilitating colluboruto among 
individual n ros different. administrative domnln 
• Material requirin r some protection can en ily bu made available only via a password 
13 
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• Modifications to entries are not immediately updated automatically instead updated 
manually when the system administrator re-indexes the collections 
2.2.3 Case Study 3: Brarydog.Net 
r ....... ,..,...., _ _,,~ 
Dooct-~ ~:!:::- 
T'-'°'Dllll 
s...1 1-•1 ..... 
1aw n1 
Mwelrt do 
~ 
llJ1l.l!IM 
~- B"1jia1 l Ctxnt1Q0' BttQl#CI Ctmtu QrloTrad 
w ·ti 
~· f!gtt1clibmiv 
~- EnQlll:loll!l.~ll!JtOti< 
~- E.a"12llll.&a 
~- Om! !l!'t MM!Jlnld a f!l!M'Jagt!ljo 
,. ..... , ....... 
r ,:- . .. ~ 
' 
I 
I ! I fe-..., 
fl,4 ~ ••• , ~ Cijl~ 
Figure 2.3: BraryDog.Net Personal Homepage 
BraryDog.Net is a students homework and help companion. It is tailor maid for students 
in tho harlotte & Mecklenbur ounty and tho ntSers of the librario in t'IH~ c unty. 
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BraryDog provides a system allowing students to browse the collection of these libraries 
for videos, books, eds, and other resources available at the libraries. [27] 
Pros: 
• Easy to access and easy to use 
• Available access to several types of information sites, e-books etc. 
• Excellent search results when searching for relevant subjects 
• Provides online services for members of the Public Library of Charlotte & 
Mecklenburg County 
r'nno• ~· 
• User unable to revamp personal library to suit self instead must use tools and looks 
provided by website 
• All options are what is provided by the website, users can't add their own options to 
personal site 
• Resources are limited to what is offered by the website 
• Not all resources are free, certain resources are limited and require payment: 
15 
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2.3 Software Architecture 
There are a few types of software architecture available nowadays. Among them are 
mainframe architecture, client - server architecture, one - tier architecture and three - 
tier architecture. 
2,3.l Mainframe Architecture 
Mainframe architecture is a client/server architecture. With mainframe software 
architectures intelligence is contained within the central host computer. Users interact 
with a host through a terminal that captures keystrokes and sends information to the 
host. User interaction is can be done using either PCs or UNlX workstations. 
Among the limitations of this architecture is that it does not easily support 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) or access to multiple databases from geographically 
dispersed sites. In the last few years Mainframe has found a new use as a server in 
distributed client/server architectures. ill 
2.3.2 Client-Server Architecture 
Client: The client part of a client-server architecture. Typically, a client is an application 
that runs on a personal computer or workstation and relies on a ~ to perform some 
operations. For example, an - i Ii n is an application that enables you to send and 
receive e-mail. ill 
Seryer: A computer or device on a network that mana es network u· c.11.MJ1u.·~, w.w.· F r 
example, a file server is a computer and w~ l.)tl.JiJ.N~u..s.:.ICll Aiill.lilAllQlt.Ui.w 
~on the network can t re files on the server. A print server is a c mputer that 
16 
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manages one or more printers, and a network server is a computer that manages network 
~.A database server is a computer system that processes database gyerie!'. 
Servers are often dedicated, meaning that they perform no other tasks besides their 
server tasks. On multiprocessing operating systems, however, a single computer can 
execute several programs at once. A server in this case could refer to the program that is 
managing resources rather than the entire computer. ill 
Client/Server Architecture 
The term client/server was first used in the 1980s in reference to personal computers 
(PCs) on a network. The actual client/server model started gaining acceptance in the late 
1980s. The client/server software architecture is a versatile, message-based and modular 
infrastructure that is intended to improve usability, flexibility, interoperability, and 
scalability as compared to centralized, mainframe, time sharing computing. H] 
Client/Server is a computational architecture that involves client processes requesting 
services from server processes. In general client/server maintains a di tinoti n between 
processes and network services. Usually the client and the server are 2 separate devices, 
each customized for the necessary given tasks. For example a Web server would contain 
large amount of st re e space wherea the cli nt s) would f uur neces 'UI)' feutures to 
17 
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support the graphical user interface of the browser such as high end graphic memory and 
high resolution screen displays. 
The client/server architecture reduced network traffic by providing a query response 
rather than total file transfer. It improves multi-user updating through a GUI front end to 
a shared database. In client/server architectures, Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) or 
standard query language (SQL) statements are typically used to communicate between 
the client and server. ill 
RPC is a client/server infrastructure that increases the interoperability, portability and 
flexibility of an application by allowing the application to be distributed over 
multiple heterogeneous platforms. It reduces the complexity of developing applications 
that span multiple operating systems and network protocols by insulating the 
application developer from the details of the various operating system and network 
interfaces-function calls are the programmer's interface when u ing RPC . 
The concept of RPC has been discus ed in literature as for back as 1976, with full-scale 
implementations appearing in the late 1970s and early 1980s . 
2.3.3 One -Tier Architecture 
18 
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A One-tier application is simply a program that doesn't need to access the network while 
running. Most simple desktop applications like word processors or compilers fall into 
this category. 
Among the advantage of this architecture is simplicity. One-tier applications don't need 
to handle any network protocols, so their code is simpler. Such code also benefits from 
being part of an independent operation. It needs neither guarantee synchronization with 
data at other machines nor locations does it need exception handling routines to deal 
with network failures, inaccurate data from the server, or a server running different 
protocols or systems. 
Moreover, one-tier applications can have a major performance advantage: the users' 
requests don't need to cross the network, queue at the server, then return to the client. 
This added effect of not weighing down your network with extra traffic and does not 
burden servers with extra tasks.ill 
2.3.4 Two - Tier Architecture 
Two tier software architectures were developed in the 1980s from the file server 
software architecture design. The two tier architecture is intended to improve usability 
by supporting a forms-based, user-friendly interface. The two tier architecture improves 
scalability by accommodating up to l 00 u ers file erver architectures only 
accommodate a dozen users) and improves by allowin r darn lob hared, 
usually within a homo eneous nvironm nt. Th tw tier ircltttecture requires minimal 
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operator intervention, and is frequently used in non-complex, non-time critical 
information processing systems. 
Two tier architectures consist of three components distributed in two layers: client 
(requester of services) and server (provider of services). The three components are 
1. User System Interface (such as session, text input, dialog, and display 
management services) 
2. Processing Management (such as process development., process enactment, 
process monitoring, and process resource services) 
3. Database Management (such as data and file services) 
The two tier design allocates the user system interface exclusively to the client. It places 
database management on the server and splits the processing management between 
client and server, creating two layers. Figure 2.4 depicts the two tier software 
architecture .Ifil 
Two Tien 
u. ~en lnerflc• 
•S.tPr~ ......... 
Oii ........... ..:=::~-- 
Figure 2.4: Two Tier Client erver Architecture De lgn 
With two tier client/s rver architectur s th u or sy rem interface is u ually located in 
the user's desktop environment and tho daraba e mun 1 emeut , orvicci nm usually in u 
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server that is a more powerful machine that services many clients. Processing 
management is split between the user system interface environment and the database 
management server environment. The database management server provides stored 
procedures and triggers. There are a number of software vendors that provide tools to 
simplify development of applications for the two tier client/server architecture. 
In general, the user system interface client invokes services from the database 
management server. In many two tier designs, most of the application portion of 
processing is in the client environment. The database management server usually 
provides the portion of the processing related to accessing data (often implemented in 
store procedures). Clients commonly communicate with the server through SQL 
statements or a call-level interface. It should be noted that connectivity between tiers can 
be dynamically changed depending upon the user's request for data and services. (fil 
2.3.5 Three - Tier Architecture 
Just as a two-tier architecture separates OUl and business logic, a three-tier architecture 
allows you to separate business logic and data access. You can also provide highly 
optimized data indices and retrieval methods and provide for replication backup, 
redundancy, and load-balancin pr cedures ·pecific to your data' ne d . Sepuraung 
code into client and server code increa cs the seal ibllity of your application· so docs 
placing data on a dedicated pr cess ho t, or series of h sts, 
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(Currently, SQL RDBMSs, like those from Oracle and Sybase, vastly outnumber other 
database types. You may have heard the names of some of these other types - OODBs 
(object-oriented databases), ORDBs (object-relational databases), and embedded 
databases - thrown around as buzzwords, but these are still exotic species, rarely 
encountered in the real world.) 
The general procedure for using a database is to design a schema that describes your 
data, and queries that store and retrieve that data. There is one shortcoming to this 
approach: you need to learn a whole new programming language! SQL is not Java, and 
with the added effort of designing and implementing a new schema, translation code to 
go from one schema to the other, and queries executed by your program, your 
development time can greatly increase. When you throw stored procedures and the 
hiring of a full-time DBA into the mix, the decision to go with a database can seem 
unnatural. I've heard people estimate that as much as 70 percent of a given project's 
programming and debugging is spent in the object-relational mapping code. 
Granted, there are many cases in which using a database is necessary and reduces an 
application's time to market. But there are also many cases in which you can store a 
small amount of data in a simple local file instead of a relational dntaba e. A simple rule 
of thumb: if you nly need to st. re data and nn got away with rotrieving file .. by name, 
use a filesy rem. If you also need to sear ·h through th s data, then use a database -· 
e pecially if tho e searches are based on varying criterln, 
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One reason you can benefit from using a database -- besides the improvement in 
concurrency, access speed, and reliability -- is that multiple applications (or services) 
can access the same data. This benefit is on the border between three-tier and n-tier 
applications. 
A word on stored procedures: they are evil. Stored procedures are essentially little 
programs that run inside the database. Since they are close to the data, they can perform 
manipulations (sorting, filtering, transforming, etc.) that would be prohibitively 
expensive to perform on the server. Some operations require that stored procedures or 
triggers be efficient. However, you can easily misuse them. It is tempting to put business 
logic inside stored procedures. All this constitutes a disruption of the three-tiered 
structure: instead of GUI, logic, and storage being neatly separated, you now have logic 
intermingling with storage, and logic on multiple tiers within the architecture - causing 
potential headaches down the road if that logic has to change. Furthermore, the stored- 
procedure logic is written in a different language than the application code, and is 
subject to a different revision-control mechanism (If there is one, which there often isn't) 
and a different debugger mechanism (generally text-based and rudimentary, if it exist ). 
This makes stored-procedure code much more difficult to develop and debug. 
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Figure 2.5: Three- Tier Architecture 
2.4 Security Technology 
Security in an important part of developing a system. Without a good security system, a 
website would be exposed to all kinds of security threats including hacking and 
cracking. As a resuJt users would loose faith in the website resulting in lower hit counts. 
2.4.l Secure Sockets Layer(SSL) 
Originally developed by Netscape SSL has been universally accepted on the World 
Wide Web for authenticated and encrypted communication between clients and servers. 
Tho Trsnsmi sion ontrol Prot c I/Int met Protoc I (1' P/IP roverns tho transport and 
routing of data over the Internet. ther protocols, . uch us the HyperText Transport 
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Protocol (HTTP), Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), or Internet 
Messaging Access Protocol (I.MAP), run "on top of' TCP/LP in the sense that they all 
use TCP/IP to support typical application tasks such as displaying web pages or running 
email servers. 
61 LDAP IEJ ... 
Application layer 
Network layer 
Secure sockets layer 
Figure 2.6: SSL runs above TCP/IP and below high-level application protocols 
The SSL protocol runs above TCP/fP and below higher-level. protocols such as HTTP or 
IMAP. It uses TCP/fP on behalf of the higher-level protocols, and in the proce s allows 
an SSL-enabled server to authenticate itself to an SSL-enabled client, allows the client to 
authenticate itself to the server, and allows both machines to establish an encrypted 
connection. 
These capabilities address fundamental concerns about communication over the I nternet 
and other T P/lP netw rk : 
• L erver authentication allows 11 user to onfirm a server' identity. SSL- 
en ibled client software can us tnnd ird IC hniques f public-key crypto ruphy 
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to check that a server's certificate and public ID are valid and have been issued 
by a certificate authority (CA) listed in the client's list of trusted CAs. This 
confirmation might be important if the user, for example, is sending a credit card 
number over the network and wants to check the receiving server's identity. 
• SSL client authentication allows a server to confirm a user's identity. Using the 
same techniques as those used for server authentication, SSL-enabled server 
software can check that a client's certificate and public JD are valid and have 
been issued by a certificate authority (CA) listed in the server's list of trusted 
CAs. This confirmation might be important if the server, for example, is a bank 
sending confidential financial information to a customer and wants to check the 
recipient's identity. 
• An encrypted SSL connection requires all information sent between a client 
and a server to be encrypted by the sending software and decrypted by the 
receiving software, thus providing a high degree of confidentiality. 
Confidentiality is important for both parties to any private transaction. In 
addition, all data sent over an encrypted SSL connection is protected with a 
mechanism for detecting tampering-that is, for automatically determining 
whether the data has been altered in transit. 
The SSL protocol includes two sub-protocol : the SSL rec rd protoc l and tho SSL 
handshake prot col. The L record prot .ol dofines tho format used to truusmlt datu. 
The S L handshake protocol involves using tho l record protocol to exchange a 
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series of messages between an SSL-enabled server and an SSL-enabled client when they 
first establish an SSL connection. This exchange of messages is designed to facilitate the 
following actions: 
• Authenticate the server to the client. 
• Allow the client and server to select the cryptographic algorithms, or ciphers, 
that they both support. 
• Optionally authenticate the client to the server. 
• Use public-key encryption techniques to generate shared secrets. 
• Establish an encrypted SSL connection. lfil 
2.5 Web Server 
AS web servers have increasingly become feature sets bundled with an operating 
system, the choice of operating system will ultimately depend on the selected platform. 
The universal compliancy of TCP/IP networking we can use cross platforms and servers 
although this might not be the best solution. The platform chosen for development 
should be one that is commonly used by the intended users and on we are familiar with. 
The most common security measures supported by web servers is authentication, where 
the user will be required to provide authentication in order to acces the system. Some 
servers go a step further irnplementin 1 re meted access by IP nddre ors h st name. 
Other ecurity measures include encryption, k er ors ind Virtual Private 
Network(V PN) access. 
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Web Servers use Secure Sockets Layer to support encryption than can be protected 
against unwanted access. All products handle security admirable well except for Apache 
whose public-domain version does not support SSL. Today, some of the popular web 
servers are Apache, Microsoft Exchange Server, Lotus Domino and several others. 
2.5.1 Apache 
Apache remains the king of Web servers despite intense efforts by Microsoft and 
Netscape to gain dominance in the market. Ln fact, the latest Netcraft surveys indicate 
that the freeware Apache is widening its lead over the rest of the fie1d. Apache users 
have come to rely on the server's rock-solid reliability, outstanding performance, and 
rich set of features. As its two closest competitors have found out, a brand name alone 
does not necessarily equate to a loyal customer following ~etscape SuiteSpot), nor does 
a plump pocketbook ensure market share (Mforosoft HS). 
The keys to Apache's attractiveness and popularity lie instead in the qualities listed 
above and its extensibility, its freely di tributed source code, and active user support for 
the server. And version 1.3.0, now in official release, is already being touted as the mo t 
stable and fastest version of Apache ever. When coupled with the fact that the server 
will now run on Windows NT and 95/98, Apache appears poised to make inroads on 
Microsoft's sacred soil as well. 
Based originally on N A' freely available , Apache's features and 
trengths are to numerous t list. And if mot than half f the Internet's Web sites use 
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Apache, the server must be doing something right, right? Among the most notable 
features are its cross-platform support, protocol support (HTTP/'1.1 ), modularity (API • 
security, logging, and overall performance and robustness. Apache nms on Windows 
(95/98/NT), OS/2, and all the major variants of Unix. The server is fully compliant with 
HTTP/l. l and supports API and JSAPI (NT). Apache distributes a core set of modules 
that handle everything from user authentication and cookies to typo correction in URLs. 
There are many other tried and true custom modules readily available as well. 
Apache's overall security, performance, and robustness are unquestionable -- many of 
the most accessed sites in the world run Apache or Apache derivatives. Public 
distribution of the source code results in patches for the software being distributed 
quickly, and allowing public scrutiny helps ensure that security holes in the software are 
promptly caught and reported. As a result, Apache's large user base has allowed its 
developers to create a package that is extremely stable and secure and one that is also 
able to compete more effectively with commercial packages in terms of both raw speed 
and integrated features. 
Despite all of its strengths, Apache certainly isn't for everybody. Setup and maintenance 
of the server are accomplished via command-line scripting tools. Unlike most popular 
commercial servers, Apache offers neither browser-based maintenance capabilities nor 
any GUl configuration/administration tools. This is an advantage for some developers, 
but for others it can translate into higher deployment and maintenance co t , especially 
if the site's administrators arc unfamiliar with tJ10 fundamentals f tho s rvcr. Tho luck of 
visuals, wizards and/or browser-bused admin! ·trnti n tools may b i cnough to turn some 
users away. Furthermore Apache's "user-driven" technical support via newsgroup may 
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not get the job done for more than a few developers. There are, however, several 
companies that do provide full commercial support -- for a price, of course. 
The atypical development and marketing style of the Apache server have not precluded 
it from becoming the most popular world wide Web server on the Internet today. 
Apache's robust design and extensibility, coupled with its freeware status and the 
availability of its source code to the public, make Apache a good choice for eoterprise- 
level Web sites and for individuals and workgroups that use UNIX or a combination of 
UNIX and NT platforms. While Netscape and Microsoft sustain their search for a chink 
in Apache's armor, the most popular server on the 'net continues to show that it can 
withstand the competition's best efforts and still reign supreme as the champion of Web 
servers. 
Pros: 7 Price (freeware), 7 Performance and robustness, 7 Rock-solid reliability, 7 
Security, 7 Support for the HTTP 1.1 protocol, 7 Extensibility, 7 Quick tech support via 
Usenet newsgroup, 7 Streamlined interface 
Cons: 7 No Mac version available, 7 NT version is in its infancy (still lacks a number of 
the UNIX versions' performance enhancements), 7 Interlace lacks wizards and graphical 
administration tools for facilitating configuration and administration tasks, 7 More 
extensive technical support: require the purchase of a third-party support contract 121 
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Internet Information Server (IIS) v5.0 
Microsoft's IIS is a gret Web server, which comes exclusively as part of the Windows 
2000 Server operating system, contains many new features along with performance and 
reliability enhancements. 
HS v5 .0 is good as both a first-time Web server for those familiar and comfortable with 
Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for hosting providers and large 
corporate installations. It handles the basics well and is better integrated in Windows 
than previous versions. US v5.0 also comes with performance and feature enhancements 
that will be attractive for mission-critical tasks. 
The ideal computer to run IIS on is at least a 200 MHz Pentium with 128 MB of RAM. 
Organizations should plan on doubling the RAM and CPU speed if they intend to run 
Advanced Server's clustering, SQL or Transaction services on the same machine as the 
Web server. As with previous versions, US runs only on server editions of Windows 
2000: Organizations planning to use Windows 2000 Professional, should get the 
stripped-down Peer Web Services version.[lQ.l 
2.6 Operating system 
Operating ystem 
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Figure 2.7: Structure of Operating System 
Operating systems perform basic tasks, such as recognizing input from the keyboard, 
sending output to the display screen, keeping track of files and directories on the ru.fili. 
and controlling peripheral devices such as disk drives and printers. Ull 
Operating systems is essentially the body of the computer. Every general-purpose 
computers require some type of operating system that tells the computer bow to operate 
and how to utilize other software and r hardware that is installed onto the 
computer. J 3 
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For large systems, the operating system has even greater responsibilities and powers. It 
is like a traffic cop - it makes sure that different programs and~ running at the same 
time do not interfere with each other. The operating system is also responsible for 
security, ensuring that unauthorized users do not access the system. ill} 
The most popular Operating Systems currently used are Windows 98 SE, Windows 
2000Windows XP, UNIX and LINUX. 
2.6.1 Windows 98 
Windows 98 offers support for a number of new technologies, including FAT32. A.Of. MM;X, .us.a. 
QYD, and AC£!. lts most visible feature, though, is the Active Desktop, which integrates the W@ 
browser Untemet Explorer) with the operatin~ system. From the user's point of view, there is no difference 
between accessing a document residing locally on the user's hard disk or on a Web server halfway around 
the world. lli1 
2.6.2 Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is a product of Micros ft's Windows line of operating systems. Often 
described as the more stable among otJ101:- the NT bused technology has made it. a rather 
preferred for d velopers working with Microsoft products. There nro 4 version of 
Windows 2000: 
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• Professional- an operating system for business notebooks and desktops. lt is 
used to run software applications, connect to the internet and intranet, access 
files, printers and other network resources. 
• Server- both a web server and an office server. Windows 2000 Server lets users 
build Web applications and connect to the internet. 
• Advanced Server - an operating system for line-of-business applications and e - 
commerce. It contains all the functionalities of the standard Windows 2000 
Server, plus additional features for applications that require higher levels of 
scalability and availability. 
• Data Center Server - developed to work in high-traffic computer networks, it is 
designed for enterprises that need reliable high-end drivers and software. It 
supports up to 32- way SMP and up to 64 GB of physical memory. 
2.6.3 UNIX 
The UN[X~ operating system was designed to let a number of programmers access the 
computer at the same time and share its resources. 
The operating system coordinates the use of the computer's resources, allowing one 
person, for example, to run a spell check program while another creates a document, lets 
another edit a document while another creates graphics, and lets another user format a 
document - all at the same time, with each user blivious to the activities of the others. 
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The operating system controls all of the commands from all of the keyboards and all of 
the data being generated, and permits each user to believe he or she is the only person 
working on the computer. 
This real-time sharing of resources make UNIX one of the most powerful operating 
systems ever. 
Although UNIX was developed by programmers for programmers, it provides an 
environment so powerful and flexible that it is found in businesses, sciences, academia, 
and industry. Many telecommunications switches and transmission systems also are 
controlled by administration and maintenance systems based on UNIX. 
While initially designed for medium-sized minicomputers, the operating system was 
soon moved to larger, more powerful. mainframe computers. As personal computers 
grew in popularity, versions of UNIX found their way into these boxes, and a number of 
companies produce UNIX-based machines for the scientific and programming 
communities. Llil 
The features that made UNIX a hit from the start are: 
• Multitasking capability 
• Multiuser capability 
• Portability 
• UNIX programs 
• Library of application . oftware 
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Due to its portability, flexibility and power, UNIX has become the leading operating 
system for workstations. Historically, it has been less popular in the personal computer 
market, but the emergence of a LINUX has contributed to revitalising UNIX across all 
platforms. 
2.6.4 Linux 
Linux is a free (GPL Licensed), from scratch operating system based heavily on the 
POSIX and UNIX APl's. It supports both 32 and 64 bit hardware and provides a stable 
multiuser internet ready operating system. 
Linux itself is not Unix, although many people call it that and you would be very hard 
pushed to tell the difference. This is because the Unix trademark is specific to systems 
that meet a complex set of X/Open standards and has a cost. Some Linux vendors 
however are working on "Unix" branding. 
Linux uses internet and industry standard components and protocols giving a system 
with complete network integration. The operating system can act as a server for most 
major file serving protocols, and provide all the major internet applications. The . 
window system provides a networked and platform independent graphical interface that 
(unlike proprietary user interfaces) allows one desktop to access applications running on 
multiple machines across local and wide urea networks. 
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Linux is normally obtained as a "distribution". This is a combination of the Linux 
operating system kernel and other tools, utilities and applications. Some of these are 
available for free over the internet, and others on CD-ROM. Because Linux itself is free 
software that can be freely copied, many distributions are available both over the 
internet and sold on CD-ROM with added convenience and support. llfil 
2.7 Database Server 
Modem Day websites seem to be relying more and morea on complex database systems. 
These systems store all critical data, and allow for easy maintenance. Among the 
database servers available are Oracle, MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server. 
2.7.1 MySQL 
MySQL is a small, compact database server ideal for small - and not so small - 
applications. In addition to supporting standard SQL (ANSI), it compiles on a number of 
platforms and has multithreading abilities on Unix servers, which make for great 
performance. For non-Unix people MySQL can be run as a service on Windows NT and 
as a normal process in Windows 95/98 machines. 
In addition to bein free (MySQ does hove 'Omo llcensin r trlotions thou h), tho 
PHP-MySQ · c mbination i al o cro s-plntform, whi ·h moans ou can develop in 
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Windows and serve on a Unix platform. Also, PHP can be run as an external CGT 
process, a stand-alone script interpreter, or an embedded Apache module. llfil 
Some of the features ofMySQL include: 
• Handles large databases, in the area of 50,000,000 + records 
• No memory leaks. Tested with a commercial memory leakage detector (purify). 
• A privilege and password system which is very flexible and secure which aUows 
host-based verification. Passwords are secure since all password traffic when 
connecting to a server is encrypted. 
2.7.2 Microsoft SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Windows® CE Edition (SQL Server CE) version 2.0 is the 
compact database for rapidly developing applications that extend enterprise data 
management capabilities to mobile devices. SQL Server CE is a powerful tool that 
makes it easy to develop mobile applications by supporting familiar Structured Query 
Language (SQL) syntax and providing a development model and APJ consistent with 
SQL Server. 
The SQL Server CE engine exposes an essential set. of relational database features, such 
as an optimizing query processor and support for transactions and assorted data types, 
while maintaining a compact f tprint thut preserves precious ystem re urces. Remote 
data access and merge replicati n ensur that data from I Server databases is 
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delivered reliably, can be manipulated offline, and can be synchronized later to the 
server, making SQL Server CE ideal for mobile and wireless environments. 
SQL Server CE 2.0 is designed to integrate with the Microsoft .NET Compact 
Framework* by means of Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET, simplifying database 
application development for smart devices. Using the new SQL Server CE data provider 
to manage code by means of the Common Language Runtime, mobile application 
developers can build highly extensible applications with otlline data management 
capability for disconnected scenarios. 
SQL Server CE extends the frontier of data management by delivering: 
• A familiar database platform for rapid development. The SQL Server family 
provides data management support and programmability across the enterprise 
from the largest servers to desktop workstations. SQL Server CE provides robust 
data management capabilities on mobile devices. By exposing a programming 
and operational model consistent with the rest of the SQL Server family, SQL 
Server CE ensures that organizations can easily integrate with existing systems 
and take advantage of existing development skills. 
• A compact yet capable relational database. Though devices are advancing 
rapidly, system resources such as available memory are often scarce so it is 
critical that a relational databa ·c system be as compact as possible while still 
exposing essential functionality. QL Server has a smnll memor footprint, 
deliverin 'all of it functionality in approxhnatcly l mo abytc (MD). 
Performance i. enhanced with an optimizing query prccossor. A ran re of data 
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types is supported to ensure flexibility, and 128-bit encryption .is provided on the 
device for database file security. 
• Flexible data access. SQL Server CE enables straightforward, efficient access to 
enterprise data whether a device is always connected or intermittently connected 
to the computer tunning SQL Server. Remote data access exposes data in SQL 
Server 6.5, SQL Server 7.0, and SQL Server 2000 databases through remote 
execution of Transact-SQL statements and the ability to pull record sets to the 
client device for updating. When used with SQL Server 2000, SQL Server CE 
provides extended capabilities for synchronization through merge replication. 
Both of these data access technologies take advantage of Internet standards, 
including HTTP Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption, through integration 
with Internet Information Services (ITS). This approach ensures data can be 
accessed reliably and flexibly, even through firewalls. 
2.8 Data Access Technology 
2.8.1 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
ODBC stands for Open Databa e Connectivity and i an open standard API for 
accessing databases. ODBC can access information in a variety of different databases by 
converting the request to a form of QL that: tho re pective databa es can understand. 
ODB is an o e standard application pro rammin interface ( I for a cc 'Sin a 
tarements in a pro mm, y 11 can accc s files in a number of 
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different databases, including Access, dBase, DB2, Excel, and Text. In addition to the 
ODBC software, a separate module or driver is needed for each database to be accessed. 
The main proponent and supplier of ODBC programming support is Microsoft. 
ODBC is based on and closely aligned with The Open Group standard Structured Query 
Language (SQL) Call-Level Interface. lt allows programs to use SQL requests that will 
access databases without having to know the proprietary interfaces to the databases. 
ODBC handles the SQL request and converts it into a request the individual database 
system understands. 
ODBC was created by the SQL Access Group and first released in September, 1992. 
Although Microsoft Windows was the first to provide an ODBC product, versions now 
exist for UNIX, OS/2, and Macintosh platforms as well. 
In the newer distributed object architecture called Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture (CORSA), the Persistent Object Service (POS) is a superset of both the 
Cati-Level Interface and ODBC. Wben writing programs in the~ language and using 
the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) application program interface, you can u e a 
product that includes a JDBC-ODBC "bridge" program to reach ODBC-acce sible 
databases. [20] 
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2.8.2 ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) is an application program interface from Microsoft that 
lets a programmer writing Windows applications get access to a relational or non- 
relational database from both Microsoft and other database providers. For example, if 
you wanted to write a program that would provide users of your Web site with data from 
an IBM DB2 database or an Oracle database, you could include ADO program 
statements in an HTML file that you then identified as an Active Server Page. Then, 
when a user requested the page from the Web site, the page sent back would include 
appropriate data from a database, obtained using ADO code. 
Like Microsoft's other system interfaces, ADO is an object-oriented programming 
interface. It is also part of an overall data access strategy from Microsoft called 
Universal Data Access. Microsoft says that rather than trying to build a universal 
database as IBM and Oracle have suggested, finding a way to provide universaJ acce s 
to various kinds of existing and future databases is a more practical solution. In order for 
this to work, Microsoft and other database companie provide a "bridge" program 
between the database and Microsoft's OL DB the low-level interface to databa es. 
OLE DB is the underlying ystern ervice that a programmer using AD is actually 
using. A feature of ADO, Rem te Data ervice supports "data-aware" ntrols 
in Web pages and efficient client-side cs cl s. As part of c ·v · , AD is also part of 
M) its · -orieuted 
framework for puttin 1 pro trams together. 
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ADO evolved from an earlier Microsoft data interface, Remote Data Objects (RDO). 
RDO works with Microsoft's ODBC to access relational databases, but not nonrelational 
databases such as IBM's ISAM and VSAM. [23) 
2.8.3 OLE DB 
OLE DB is Microsoft's strategic low-level application program interface (APT) for 
access to different data sources. OLE DB includes not only the Structured Query 
Language (SQ]J capabilities of the Microsoft-sponsored standard data interface Open 
Database Connectivity (QDBC) but also includes access to data other than SQL data. 
As a design from Microsoft's Component Object .Model (COM), OLE DB is a set of 
methods (in earlier days, these might have been called routines) for reading and writing 
data. The objects in OLE DB consist mainly of a data source object, a session object a 
command object, and a rowset object. An application using OLE DB would use thi 
request sequence: 
• Initialize OLE. 
• Connect to a data source. 
• Issue a command. 
• Process the re ult . 
• Release the data ource object nnd uninitializo LE. 
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OLE once stood for "Object Link Embedding" and "DB" for database. However, 
Microsoft no longer ascribes these meanings to the letters "OLE" and "DB." [24] 
2.9 Language 
2.9.1 ASP 
An Active Server Page (ASP) is an HTML page that includes one or more scripts (small 
embedded programs) that are processed on a Microsoft Web~ before the~ is 
sent to the user. An ASP is somewhat similar to a server-side include or a common 
gateway interface (CGl) application in that all involve programs that run on the server, 
usually tailoring a page for the user. Typically, the script in the Web page at the server 
uses input received as the result of the user's request for the page to access data from a 
database and then builds or customizes the page on the fly before sending it to the 
requester. 
ASP is a feature of the Micro oft Internet Information erver (!!.S.), but, ince the server- 
side script is just building a regular HTML page, it can be delivered to a Imo t any 
browser. You can create an ASP file by includin ' a script written in B r· or JScripl 
in an HTML file or by using ActiveX Data Objects ( · D . ) pro tram statement in the 
HTML file. Y u name the HTML file with the ".a p" file suffix. Mier oft recommends 
the use of the server-side ASP rather than a cli mt-slde script, where there is uotuall a 
choice, becau e the servcr-sid ·cript· will r suit in nn •n •ily di playnble l lTML pn 1·0. 
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Client-side scripts (for example, with JavaScript) may not work as intended on older 
browsers. [23] 
For Web service applications, Microsoft provides a new version of ASP support called 
ASP.NET. 
2.9.2 JSP 
JavaServer Pages technology allows web developers and designers to rapidly develop 
and easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic web pages that leverage existing 
business systems. As part of the Java family, JSP technology enables rapid development 
of web-based applications that are platform independent. JavaServer Pages technology 
separates the user interface from content generation enabling designers to change the 
overall page layout without altering the underlying dynamic content. 
JavaServer Pages technology uses XML-like tags that encapsulate the logic that 
generates the content for the page. Additionally, the application logic can reside in 
server-based resources (such as :ul:LUJ"""-"'='-=~sc=.:.:::.:..o~~~=i..:::. 
accesses with these tags. Any and all formattinu (I !TM or XML) tags are pas ed 
directly back to the respon e page. By eparating the page logic from its de ign and 
display and supporting a reu able c mponenr-based design, JSP technolo 'Y makes it 
faster and easier than o er to build Web-based appli ntion . 
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JavaServer Pages technology is an extension of the Java Servlet technology. Servlcts are 
platform-independent, 100% pure Java server-side modules that fit seamlessly into a 
Web server framework and can be used to extend the capabilities of a Web server with 
minimal overhead, maintenance, and support. Unlike other scripting languages, servlets 
involve no platform-specific consideration or modifications; they are Java application 
components that are downloaded, on demand, to the part of the system that needs them. 
Together, JSP technology and servlets provide an attractive alternative to other types of 
dynamic Web scripting/programming that offers platform independence, enhanced 
performance, separation of logic from display, ease of administration, extensibility into 
the enterprise and most importantly, ease of use. 
Today, servlets are a popular choice for building interactive Web applications. Third- 
party servlet containers are available for Apache Web Server, Microsoft HS, and others. 
Servlet containers are usually a component of Web and application servers, such as BEA 
WebLogic Application Server, IBM WebSphere, Sun ONE Web Server, Sun ONE 
Application Server, and others. 
The JSP specification is the product of industry-wide collaboration with industry leaders 
in the enterprise software and tools markets, led by Sun Microsystems. Sun has made the 
JSP specification freely available to the development community, with the goal that 
every Web server and application server will support the JSP interface. J P pages share 
the "Write Once, Run Anywhere" characteristics of Java technology. J P technolo y is a 
key component in the Ll.-il.l.U...s..JUllu..w~~Llll.l.iw~m~:w.iJ· ·w· ~, un's highly scalable 
architecture for enterpri e appllcations.[21 l 
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2.9.3 PHP 
[n Web programming, PHP is a script language and interpreter that is freely available 
and used primarily on Linux Web servers. PHP, originally derived from Personal Home 
Page Tools, now stands for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, which the PHP FAQ describes 
as a "recursive acronym." 
PHP is an alternative to Microsoft's Active Server Page (ASP) technology. As with ASP, 
the PHP script is embedded within a Web page along with its HTML Before the page is 
sent to a user that has requested it, the Web server calls PHP to interpret and perform the 
operations called for in the PHP script. 
An HTML page that includes a PHP script is typically given a file name suffix of" .php" 
".php3," or ".phtml". Like ASP, PHP can be thought of as "dynamic HTML pages," 
since content will vary based on the results of interpreting the script. 
2.9.4 ASP.NET 
ASP.NET (originally called ASP ) i the next generation of Micro ft' 
Page (ASP) a feature of their lnrernet Information Server ( ). Both ASP and 
A P.N ~r allow a Web ire build rt dynamicnll build W ·b pn · ~s -~~ 
inscrtin 1 queries t a relational database in tho W b png . A P.N ~1 i different than its 
predece r in tw major v sys: it supports c lo written in compiled Inn ua cs uch as 
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Visual Basic, C++, C#, and Perl, and it features server controls that can separate the 
code from the content, allowing WYSIWYG editing of pages. Although ASP. NET is not 
backwards compatible with ASP, it is able to run side by side with ASP applications. 
ASP.NET files can be recognized by their .aspx extension. [25] 
In a way, ASP.Net is a much more stable language as compared to ASP as unlike ASP 
(which is an interpretation language) it is compiled. In a way you could say it uses the 
Java concept of 'compile once run anywhere'. ASP on the other hand is interpreted 
every time it is refreshed by the browser. This increases the probabilities for errors 
despite the fact the ASP page might no have had any errors earlier. 
ASP.Net supports several languages and is mo tly used with VB.N T and C#. It also 
support JavaScript. The downside is it does not support VBScript so ASP developers 
might encounter slight difficulties when changing over to ASP.Net. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.l Project Development Life Cycle 
In order to ensure a systematic and organized approach is deployed in developing a 
system, it is necessary to follow a sequence of steps. This sequence of steps 
accommodate a complete set of tasks generally referred to as a process. This process 
contains a series of steps involving activities, constraints, and resources that contribute 
to producing the intended output for the user. Thus, this process often includes a series 
of tools and techniques. 
When it comes to product development, the process is referred to as a life cycle. 
Therefore the development process of the Personal Library System is defined as a 
Development Life Cyc1e, as it describes the development stages of the system from its 
conceptualization to its implementation, to its use and maintenance. 
3.2 Software Process Model 
The software process model used to develop this system is based on the voluuonary 
Model as shown in Figure 3. J. volutionary development is based on the idea of 
developing an initial implementation, exposing this to user comment and refining this 
throu rh many version until the adequate system has been d vcloped. Rather than have 
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separate specifications, development and validation activities, these are carried out 
concurrently with rapid feedback across these activities. 
There are 2 types of evolutionary development: 
• Exploratory Development - where the objective of the system is to work with the 
customer to explore their requirements and deliver a final system. The 
development starts with parts of the system which are understood. The system 
evolves by adding new features as they are proposed by the customer. (In the 
context of this system as the users are the lecturers of FCSlT, the system wil be 
subjected to continuous evaluation by the project supervisor. ) 
• Throw-away Prototyping - this type concentrates on experimenting with the 
parts of the system that are poorly understood by the customer. A the Personal 
Library Project is not all that complicated this will not be the feasible type. 
Each part of the model is essential in developing the system. The most obvious 
processes though is the System Design, Prototype Development, Prototype Evaluation 
and Prototype Enhancement. Based on the initial system design a prototype of the 
system is developed. Once this is complete the working prototype will be evaluated and 
tested for errors and other faults. 
Based on the evaluation, chan ies or a complete new desi n will be implemented and the 
prot type will '0 thr 11 ih the former proce s a min. Th' top or r pented until and 
adequate system is de eloped. 
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Preliminary 
Requirement 
Analysis 
1 
System 
Analysis 
1 
System 
Design 
Prototype 
Enhancement 
Prototype 
Evaluation 
'' 
Operation & 
System 
Maintenance 
Fie:ure 3.1: Evolutionary Model 
,. 
Prototype 
Development 
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3.3 Justification of proposed Methodology 
The personal library system is a simple system at first glance. In a way once the database 
has been developed the rest of the system will fall into place. However as this system is 
very much transaction oriented, the efficiency of the system cannot be probably judged 
until a working prototype is complete. Only then can we evaluate the faults of the 
design. As most of the processes will involve a database, the initial database design will 
undergo changes along the way. 
Hence I have chosen the above methodology for developing my system. This way I can 
invite users to test the system and get their assistance in ensuring an efficiency and user- 
friendly system will be developed. 
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Chapter 4: System Requirements Analysis 
4.1 Requirement Analysis 
The requirement analysis is often the most important part of developing a foundation for 
a system. Analyzing the requirement of the systems based on the user requirements and 
other observations wilt help the developer define the functional requirements of the 
system. This wilt indirectly contribute to the system design. 
The requirements define the 'What' of the system and design identifies the 'How' of the 
system. This enables the developer to acquire an explanation of the system and it logic. 
Tn a way the Requirement Analysis represents an understanding between the customer 
and the developer. 
The requirement analysis covers 2 parts: 
• Functional Requirements 
• Non- Functional Requirements 
Other requirements include the neces ary hardware, software, development tools, web 
erver and database server. 
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4.1.l Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are the developers interpretation of functions or parts of the 
system based on the user requirements. More often than not users don't really 
understand the functional requirements. 
Functional Requirement Modules: 
l. Data Manipulation and Control 
Data owned by users can be editted, deleted and manipulated by the user. 
However users can only do so to data owned by them. The ownership of data 
is defined is the Access Levels Module 
2. User Access Levels 
There are a number of access levels that define the level of access to die data. 
The lowest access levels are the students and outsiders. These users can browse 
through the data available. The next level are the lecturers who can manipulate 
data owned by them. As this i a personal library system, these users have 
exclusive access to the system and may remove u ers, data or limit options of 
users as they see fit provided it s owned by them. 
3. Search Module 
This module is them st important module from the user point of view. 1 he 
search option will enable user to . eurch f r relevant darn and roforcnces from 
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the data contained within the database. However the search results will be limited 
to the data contained within the database. 
4. Resources Module 
This module is basica11y is the data entry module for resources. There are 3 
general groups that have been indetified. They are media, equipment and 
books. Users may define the status of the resource as to wether it can be 
borrowed others or not. 
5. Transaction Module 
As a follow up of the previous module, lecturers can insert transaction 
information about the borrowed resources using this module. Information 
such as name of person, contacts, date borrowed and returned date wi11 be 
stored enabling the lecturer to keep a records of all transactions. 
4.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
The non-functional requirements are a description of features, characteristics and 
attributes of the system including its constraints and limitations. Non-functional 
requirements are defined as the constraints under which the sy tern must operate and the 
standard that should be met by the delivered product. These requirements are very 
subjective but are a e entia! as the functional requirements, The non-functional 
requirements are listed below. 
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Usability 
• The layout of the system should be constant to ensure the system is user - friendly. 
• Appropriate error messages will be used in the event of errors. 
• Users should get an instant view of data entered into database to ensure accuracy. 
• The system should avoid from including jargon that might confuse the users. Should 
the jargon be used necessary explanation should be provided. 
• A standard side menu for easy maneuvering throughout system should be included. 
• Certain buttons like exit and reset should be avalaible at all forms. 
• As this is an online system it should be designed as such that it will be viewaqble 
through all commonly used browsers. 
Reliability 
They system should be reliable and stable to ensure ease of use. The software used and 
the web server should be stable and not cause any unpleasant down time pf the overall 
environment. Should the system be unstable users will avoid using the system. 
Security 
All administrators will be provided with necessary access to the sy tem. This access will 
require authentication ensuring that the data is safe and not acces sible by other user . 
Users without authentication will only be able lo browse the system. 
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The system will be stable and able to accommodate the usage. By deploying server- 
based database systems and using stable database connection the system should ensure 
that the performance is at par with the users needs. 
Scalability 
The system should be designed allowing for future upgrades and integration. Here the 
platforms chosen also lay a role in ensuring that the chosen platforms, data servers and 
language are up to date with the current trends. This will enable future upgrades at a 
lower cost. 
4.1.3 Techniques Used to Define Requirements 
• Internet Research 
The internet was the main source of information for me. Using search engines 
such as Google, Yahoo and Alltheweb I browse the website searching for similar 
digital libraries. Through these search results r found my 3 case studies and a lot 
of other information that helped me in defining the requirements of the system. 
• Discussion with Lecturers and Peers 
As the target users of the system are the lecturers and peer of my faculty they 
played a major role in definin 1 the requirements. Discussions followed by me 
explainin 1 the system t them assisted me in realizin the final requir ments of 
the system. 
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• Observation 
Through many observations of existing online database systems and designs T 
was able to identify the necessary modules required by the system. These 
observations assisted me in identifying the limitations and ensuring the 
functionalities of the system were as necessary. 
4.2 Chosen Platform, Web Server, Database, Language and Tools 
The choices of the products below were based on the Literature Review done in Chapter 
2: Review of Literature. Below are the choices made and brief justification on the 
reasons for these choices. 
4.2.J Choice of Software Architecture 
The chosen architecture for this system is the Client-Server. As this is web based system 
this model is ideal and the simplest. The client will basically send requests to the server 
and the server will respond to the requests as it sees fit. This system will also reduce 
network traffic by providing a query response rather than a whole file transfer. As this 
systems mostly involves querying the database this architecture is ideal. 
4.2.2 Choice of Development Platform 
Windows 2000 professional is my choice for the operating system. This operating 
system is among the most efficient of all Widows operating sy terns and fully supports 
IJS. It al o support most database servers. Throu h the Internet Service Manager I 
would be able to perform meticulous testin of th system ensurin it is indeed efficient. 
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Windows 2000 also supports the .NET framework and most development tool and 
application software. 
4.2.3 Choice of Database Management System 
The chosen database for the development of this system is Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
This database management system is server based and is among the better online 
database systems around. It also runs very well with Windows 2000 Professional making 
it the natural choice. 
Some advantages of Microsoft SQL Server 2000 are 
• Convenient construction of relational database with a proper view of the actual 
design. 
• Query analyzer which enables developers to test out their SQL statements before 
implementing them 
• With the use of its components like View option, stored procedures can be 
created 
• Supports OLAP 
• Able to support multiple users and multiple transactions 
• Very stable as compared to several other database management system that 
often decline in performance after I 000 entries. 
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4.2.4 Choice of Data Access Technology 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) have become the latest in data access technology taking 
over it's predecessor Remote Data Objects (RDO). As this technology is supported by 
most web servers and is quite efficient it is the chosen technology for database 
connection. With the use of OLEDB (also known as DSN-less connection or 
Connection String) database connections will be stable and fast. It is also supported by 
most web servers as most of the commonly used web development languages. 
4.2.5 Choice of Web Development Server 
The choice of web development server is Microsoft fnternet Information Server 5.0(HS 
5.0). This web server is fully supported by Windows 2000 professional and is in fact and 
add-on component of Windows 2000. The TIS 5.0 is an upgraded version of US 4.0 that 
was designed for Windows 98. Jt has several upgrades and new components such as the 
Internet Services Manager. As this web server works very well with the chosen 
operating system it became the natural choice. 
Despite Apache being the King of the Web Servers llS 5.0 has been rated as efficient' a 
Apache as fully supports the .N T Framework. As .N T is po sibly the future tool to be 
used for web development llS 5.0 is a much better choice compared to Apache. 
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4.2.6 Choice of Web Development Tools 
In order to ensure the scalability of the system it is important to develop the system 
using the latest tools. Therefore the chosen development tool is ASP.Net. This language 
which is part of the .NET framework is an upgrade of Active Server Pages 3.0(ASP) 
and has overcome many of the faults of ASP. It also supports several languages and 
scripting like VB.Net, C#-, JavaScript and JScript. The software used to write the code is 
Microsoft Vidual Studio.Net Architect Edition. 
4.3 System Requirements 
4.3.1 Server hardware Requirements 
The minimum hardware requirements of the server: 
• Pentium 166 MHz processor 
• 64MBRAM 
• Network interface card(NIC) and network connection with recommended 
bandwidth at 1 OMbps or more 
• Other standard computer periphals 
4.3.2 Server Software Requirements 
The server machine requires at lea t the f llowing software in rder to host . id nm tho 
system: 
• perating System: Micro oft Wind ws 2000 Pr fe sional 
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• Web Server: Microsoft Internet Information Server 5.0 
• Database: Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 
• Components that support the .NET framework 
4.3.3 Client Hardware Requirements 
The client hardware requirements are quite minimal as long as it has the necessary 
specifications that support internet access. The minimum hardware requirements are: 
• 486 Processor (Although Pentium class processors are preferred) 
• 16MBRAM 
• Network connection either through existing Local Area Networks or dial-up. 
4.3.4 Client Software Requirements 
The client requirements are: 
• Operating system that supports internet browsers such as Windows 
95/98/NT/2000, UNIX/Linux. 
• Web browser: Internet Explorer 5.0 or other web browsers of similar capabilities. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Overview 
The system design is an important stage of the system development. Here the 
requirements and specifications are translated into system characteristics to meet the 
user requirements. It is a creative process of transforming problems into solutions. The 
system design includes complete descriptions of the functions and user interaction 
involved. Although the system design describes only the appearance of the system, this 
stage is important in determining the success of a software project. 
In this phase the topics that will be covered are: 
• System Architecture Design 
• System Functionality design 
• Database Design 
• User f nterface De ign 
5.2 System Architecture Design 
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The system architecture of the Persona] Library System is chosen based on the scope 
and complexity of this project. In general this system functions using Client - Server 
architecture. To be more specific the system implements the Thin Client model where 
the server is responsible for data management. The software on the client implements 
the application logic and the interactions with the system users. 
Server 
Data Management 
Application processing 
Figure 5.1: Thin Client Model 
Basically the system is centralised and completely dependant on the server. AJJ 
processing is centralised making the control of the system easier. This is why it is 
necessary that the databa e management system is server ba ed in order to support the 
sy tern. 
5.3 ystem Functionality Design 
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In this stage I would like to translate the functional requirements on the systems int:o 
diagrams making it easier to identify the users and understand the general flow of the 
system. The system functionality design transforms an requirements into an organised 
picture of the system functionalities and data flow diagrams. 
5.3.1 System Structure 
The general structure of the system is relatively simple. There are only 2 users defined: 
l. Lecturer - these are the administrators of the system and control all the data 
that belongs to them. They have exclusive access over this data and may 
manipulate it as they see fit. 
2. Students and Non- faculty Staff- these users are the normal users of the 
system. They are only allowed to browse the system. Should they wish to 
borrow any of the resources listed on the system they would have to approach 
the owner of the resource directly. 
As the data flow diagram section explains the system flow in detail I will not dwell any 
further in this section. 
5.3.2 Data Mow Diagram 
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In the process design, the Personal Library system is designed based on the data flow 
diagram(DFD). DFDs are a graphical method used. to depict the flow of data through a 
system. It gives and overview of the systems input/output and show the flow of data 
from the source entities to the processes and from ihe processes to the destination 
entities. 
Below is the context diagram that is used to show the overall flow of the system. The 
boxes with a shadow are the users and the box in the middle with the circular edges is 
the Personal Library System. (Figure 5.2) 
Transaction Records 
_ User ID and Password . Lecturer 
. 
0 
_ Search Library 
User Authentication. 
Entering Resources ~ 
Search Library 
Personal 
Library 
System 
Data Manipulation. 
- Enter Transactions ... 
Seurch Rll:;ull.'i • Student 
Figure 5.2 :Context Diagram 
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Here we can see the implementation of the functional requirements. From here we can 
see how simple the system design is. This simplicity greatly reduces the possibility for 
errors and misjudgements. The arrows in the diagram shows the flow of data to and from 
the system. For example when searching the library, data is sent to the system. 
Though the system looks simple from here, the database design is not as such. In order 
to ensure the simplicity of the system the database design has to be accurate and fully 
support the dynamicity of the design. 
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5.4 Database Design 
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Figure 5. 3 :Database Design 
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Above is a screenshot of the actual database design that has been implemented in 
eccenlO 
eccec:ct'li41t'n• 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000. The desi m used is centralised where nearly everythin r is 
connected to tblMaster. Each table is explained in detail below. 
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• tblMaster - This table contains the basic information of the lecturers including 
the foreign keys of the other tables. The primary key here is personlD. This table 
has a relation with almost every table directly or indirectly. Wit11 certain tables, 
the relation is through a 2nd tier. This was deemed necessary when implementing 
normalisation. 
• tblAccess - This table defines the access levels of the system. Although the 
lecturers are the administrators of their data, this table is necessary for future 
development. 
• tblResearch - This table like its name contains basic details of the ongoing 
research or other research information wished to be shared by the lecturer 
• tblBook, tblMedia. tblEguip - These tables are the actual resources that are being 
shared be the lecturer. Details such as Title, author, brand and other details are 
stored here. Most of the queries done by the students will query these tables. 
• tblTransaction and tblStatus - tblStatus defines the status of each resource wether 
they have been borrowed, are spoilt or not accessible. The transaction table 
(tblTransation) works together with this table by updating the status of each book 
every time it is borrowed. Hence the relationship. 
Each table has its primary key as shown in the diagram and this often acts as the foreign 
key in a relationship. As the database design shows the actual implementation of the 
design I will not be defining details of each field in tho table. 
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5.S User Interface Deslgn 
I 4--,si;cl<. • -+ • \1'l ~ l \ftSe•dl F&o<tes '{JMedlo 
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PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM ~ ~ 
.. ••••• '"'"'• *''ii* 
*Mil* 
.. T r r r.:t;'c~ 
fa,-t ~ -~ ' i "' ~~ . 8f!H ... 
Figure 5.4: User Interface 
Figure 5.4 show a screen hot f the u er interface. The interface i very ba .ic a more 
weight is put on the back-end runnin ' of the system. Basically the side menu will be the 
navi •ator for the users enablin 1 them to brow o the website. With the uso 011 encryption, 
Administrators will be able to access the authcnticanon pa 10 to edit their data. I have 
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applied minimal frills to the design to ensure quick loading and also used t!F images to 
reduce the file size. The user interface was developed using Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and 
sliced to smaller files then compiled together as a HTML page. 
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Chapter 6: System Development and Implementation 
Introduction 
The system development of this project was more like a top down approach where J 
started with the database design and development then the processing and user interface. 
The downside of this approach is that I often had to make changes to my database 
design, field properties and relationships to make it suitable with the processing. ln a 
way this is the main reason I chose the Evolutionary Model. This methodology caters for 
such development methods and provides room for error and correcting of mistake . 
The first part of the development was implementing the database design. This 
was followed by building SQL queries using the VIEW option in SQL Server 2000. 
Once this was complete I moved on to developing the modules as mentioned in chapter 
4. There are 5 modules all together : 
1. Data Manipulation and Control 
2. User Access Levels 
3. Search Module 
4. Resources Module 
5. Transaction Module 
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6.1 Database Development 
6.1.1 Database Design 
The database development was based on the database design presented in chapter 5. The 
database consists of one main foreign key used for most queries that is 'personlD' from 
'tblMaster'. Each table has its own primary key and is connected to other tables using 
either a primary key or a foreign key. 
Fl(J:b&al<,JblStotu• 
tbRaf 
Iv rdlO 
~_...i.fl'r~ 
I er_~el rd'Jypo 
Pt<IOlllO 
pcrlonlD 
e¢Vl>e 
~tie 
stlllus 
•QCIMo1cltlon 
I IJlll'ISID 
Figure 6.1: Databa e Diagram 
Based on the dia] ram above, we can summarise that rhcr a • c mtrnl tables, tblMnst r 
and tbl'Tram action. The tables which hold mo ·t information and would be most queried 
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are tblBook, tblEquip and tblMedia. Looking at this the 2 redundant tables, tblRef and 
tblResearch are more for future expansion. The status table (tblStatus) basically 
classifies the resource under certain classes. The transaction table holds information of 
people users have lent their resources to. The design of this database is basically to 
ensure that the system can act as dynamically as possible plus it has made a lot of 
allowance for future upgrades. 
4 v ---- icher j30 \/ 
'. lestnerne char 30 \/ 
,ij farOilyname 1 char 30 v ".i ·ema1i · icher 100 v 
~11 pas_sword char 10 \/ 
1char 10 v 
char 100 \/ 
numeric 9 \/ 
• datetlme -· ...... - 8 \/ 
int 4 
int 4 \/ 
Figure 6.2: Design of tblMaster 
6.1.2 Building of Queries 
The queries for the whole system were mo itly built usinu the Q query builders 
available in SQL Server 2000. Among the pti ns used wore QL Quer Build ·r and 
View. These queries are rather accurate henc reducin pr bnbilit in errors ht 10. qi 
queries. This system made the building of j int" ve nvcni nt. This v as quuo an 
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essential as every single query using a 'Select' statement required a joint. For example 
when performing a search the query used is : 
SELECT dbo.tblStetus.status, itxi.tbil:QUlp.personlO, dbo.~.ect)'l)e, itxi.tlllEQUlp.llQttla, dbo.tblEQlip.~fOn 
FROM ct>o.~ INl'ER .JOIN 
itxi.tblStotus ON dbo.tbl:cM>.status • dbo.tblSlltus.st«uslD 
Figure 6.3: Example of sql query built using View option in QL erver 2000 
This was quite an essential as every single query u un 1 a 'Select statement required a 
joint. For example when perf rming a search the query used i : 
str ql= "S L T dbo.tblEquip.eqtype, dbo.tblliquip.eqlitl , dbo.tbt .,.<lUip .. tntu • 
dbo.tblEquip.eqdescripti n dbo.tbl tatus.smtu A Expr I. db .tblMnst r.firstnomo 11 
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strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.lastname, dbo.tblMaster.familyname" 
strsql &= "FROM dbo.tblStatus INNER JOIN " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblEquip ON dbo.tblStatus.statuslD = dbo.tblEquip.status INNER JO.IN 11 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblEquip.personfD = dbo.tblMaster.personJD" 
strsql &="WHERE (dbo.tblEquip.eqtype LIKE"' & textinput & 11') OR 
(dbo.tb1Equip.eqtitle LIKE"' & textinput & "')OR (dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription LIKE '11 
& textinput & "') " 
Normally building such a query would take quite awhile and substantive te ting of each 
'INNER JOINT' would be required. Now with the use of the View option all the hassle 
is eliminated. Once the necessary queries are built they are transferred to the ource file 
containing the necessary source codes to perform the required process. 
Aside from 'Select' statements, 'Insert' and 'Update' statement were tested using these 
options. In the case of both these statements, the 'SQL Pane' were used to build and test 
out SQL executions. These options saved a lot of the development time. 
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6.2 Module Development and Implementation 
6.2. l Building The Database Connection 
ASP.Net provides to general methods of creating the database connection, OLEDB 
Connection and SQL Connection. The SQL connection string is specifical1y for SQL 
Server 7 .0 and above. This connection, imbedded in the public class file makes it 
accessible by any page in a project file. Example of the connection string is as below: 
"Data Source=ANX815\S2DB;Initial Catalog-LibDB;User fD=sa l ;Password=s22003" 
This string is used by an SQL Connection object making the actual string look 
something like this: 
Dim objconn As New SqlConnection 
Objconn.SqlConnection ="Data Source=ANX815\S2DB·tnitial Catala -LibDB;User 
ID=roddey;Password=roddey" 
To make this connection string a public object, I included this string in the Web.con fig 
after the <configuration> tag: 
<appSettin gs> 
<add key="connectionstring" value="serve -RODDEY· database-LibDB· 
pwd s22003 "/> 
uid=sa t · 
</appSettings> 
Then by declarin the connecti n trin object at the pub lie lo. f each . our· file J 
was able to use it. This made it conveni nt wh n it cam to ·h 111. uion of th 
application A nly the c nne tion s trin in Web. nfi hud to b hun d. 
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The public class declaration: 
Dim objconn As New 
SqlConnection(ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("ConnectionString")) 
6.2.1 Testing out the SQL query in and ASP.NET environment 
This part of the development process was the most difficult in the whole development 
process. Each reference book provided different methods which often conflicted with 
one another. Fina1ly I found to efficient ways of executing SQL statement. They were 
the SqlDataAdapter method and the SQL Command method. The SQL Command 
method is very similar to using a command object using the ActiveX object in classic 
ASP. The SQL Adapter method is similar to using the Connection object with the 
ActiveX object. 
For most of the project r used the SqlDataAdapter method as I found this object much 
more stable compared to the command object. An example of the SqlDataAdapter 
method is below: 
Dim strsql As String 
strsql ="SELECT * FROM tblBook" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn.Open() 
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sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill( dslib, "tblBook") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
obj conn. Close() 
gridl.DataSource = dvlib 
grid 1.DataBind() 
As the connection object has been already declared earlier as objconn, it did not need t 
be declared again. Instead the Sq1DataAdapter object just had to call it and refer it to the 
SQL string object- 'strsql'. Two other objects that had been declared as public objects 
were the dataview ( dvlib) and dataset ( dslib ). The datagrid (grid 1) had already been 
declared in the aspx file and merely called as a public object here. The convenience of 
developing in a Visual Studio.Net environment is that all objects once declared are 
easily called in any macros or functions. This made it very convenient for a person new 
to Dot Net programming to learn how to go about developing in it. 
6.2.2 Building The Data Manipulation and ontrol Module 
This was probably the most challenging module to build. The displayin of data was 
very easy with the u e of the datagrid. H wever building and cdimble datn rid is another 
matter all together. There arc a s wh re ditable data rid hod to b built. Th 1r. I 
case was updating user inforrnati n. This wa quit lmpl ns the qu 
single table. 
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The first challenge was creating a template datagrid. This was a rather simple task but 
attempting to query more than one table proved to be very difficult. The process 
involved a number of sub processes and functions. 
1. Preparing the datagrid for editing by first loading the information into the 
datagrid. 
2. Creating the necessary private Sub for the edit, update and cancel buttons. These 
buttons would then call the relevant function to execute the processes necessary. 
3. Creating the update command event. This involved retrieving the changes made 
by the user, updating the database then displaying the new query results. 
Below is a screenshot of part of the editable datagrid: 
,Usemame Password Email ,URL !Telephone Numb r I I I 
Jn12arr@um.edu.my 
i I ilniz lniz ltrttp·//perdana um e~u my. p7!Hl1234 I~·· I I 
---- .... ··- ... -- ...... --·--------~- 
Figure 6.4: Edittable datagrid for updating the membership information. 
The sourcecodes involved is as below: 
The Edit ommand 
Private ub membergrid_ dit mm nd(B V11l u · A, Ob' t, B V I A 
System.Wcb.Ul.Web ontrol .Dnta id mrnnnd enlAr1r)H ndl 111 ttb•r 
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membergrid.Editltemlndex = e.Item.Itemlndex 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = GetDataSetO 
BindGrid(dsmem) 
End Sub 
The Cancel Command 
'cancel sub for membergrid 
Private Sub membergrid_CancelCommand(ByVal source As Object, ByVal e As 
System. Web. UT. WebControls. DataGridCommandE ventArgs) Handles membergrid. Cancel Command 
mernbergrid.Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = GetDataSetO 
BindGrid(dsmem) 
End Sub 
The Update Command 
'update sub for membergrid 
Private Sub membergrid_UpdateCommand(ByVal source As Object, ByVal o As 
System.Web. UI. WebControls. DataGridCommandEvent.Args) Handles membergrid. Updat ommand 
'variables to hold values 
Dim newFirstName, newLastName, newFamilyName As Strin 
Dim newUsername, newPa sword newEmail, newW b ite A Strin 
Dim newtelno As trin 
newFirstNarno • T pe(e.lte.m.Find ont I "txtf1 tnam ;'), T tll , ).T t 
ncwLastNnm · • · ype( .lt m.Find ontrol("ool stnam "), T tllQ ).T 
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newFamilyName = CType(e.Item.FindControl("txtfamilyname"), TextBox). Text 
newUsername ee CType(e.Ttem.Cells(2).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newPassword = CType( e.Item. Cells(3 ). Controls(O), TextBox). Text 
newEmail = CType(e.Item.Cells(4).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newWebsite = CType(e.Item.Cells(5).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newtelno = CType( e.Item. Cells( 6). Controls(O), TextBox ).Text 
Dim personID As String 
personID = e.ltem.Cells(O).Text 
Dim sdamember As New SqlClient.SqlDataAdapter 
Dim commember As New SqJClient.SqlCommand 
Dim update As String 
update= "UPDATE tblM.astet SET usemame="' & newUsername & "',flrstname='" & 
newFirstName & "', " 
update ec= "lastname=" & newLastName & "',fumilynam -"' & newPamilyName & 
"',email='" & newEmail & "'," 
update&= "password=" & newPassword & "', website=" & newWebsile & '",teln " & 
newtelno & "" 
update&= "WHERE personID="' & personfD & "'" 
objconn.Open() 
commember.Connection = objconn 
commember.Command'reo •update 
commember. ommandTyp • ommand'l' · .T 't 
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commember.ExecuteN on Query() 
objconn. Closet) 
End Sub 
In this case the command object was used to execute the sql statement. In order for the 
datagrid to go back to it's original form after updating the changes, the grid needs to be 
rebound. This is done using the line below: 
grid l .Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim ds As DataSet = GetDataSetO 
BindGrid(ds) 
The command for cancelling the edit mode is: 
grid I .Editltemlndex =-I 
And the other 2 lines rebinds the grid using the BindGrid() sub and updates the select 
statement using GetOataSet() function. A function is used here as it needs to return a 
value. 
Below is the BindGrid sub: 
Public Sub BindGrid(ByVal ds As DataSet) 
membergrid. DataSource = ds.Tables("tblMaster") 
Me.DataBind() 
End Sub 
Below is the BindGrid ub: 
Public Function GetDataSet() As DataSet 
Dim str As String 
Dim dsmem As New Data et 
str = "Select • FROM tbllvlaster where pen nlD "' & 
Dim sdarnernber A New qlOatnAdapt r(m, obj in] 
objconn. Open() 
damernber, elect. mrnand, ommand )'l)C • ommnnd'f pe.1' xt 
dsmem. lear() 
adamernber.Fllltdsmem, "tblM 1, r" 
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objconn.Closet) 
Return dsmem 
End Function 
6.2.3 Building The User Access Levels 
There a basically only 2 user access levels taken into consideration in this application, 
that is lecturers and the students and outsiders. For this a login session is created for 
lecturers to be able to manipulate their data. A session object is created and passed on 
from page to page till another user logs into the system or the page i closed. As the 
security levels hare are quite low, no cookies are implemented. 
The login module basically performs a check using the 'Select' statement to check it the 
user exists and then verifies it by checking the password as well. Should either password 
or login name be non-existent, an error message will be generated at the login page. 
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FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY~ 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM _.- (,,f;;? 
Welcome to the personal library system 
• •••• +iii&+ 
*iii+ 
LoginN .... 
PHSW'Ofd 
°""" ~ll ~ ilJ » GJ ·11 !)o.... ... j ct,.., .. .,j,@12 ........ 1. ~ ... 1 .............. 11 tlrN 
Figure 6.3: Login Page (newlogin.aspx) 
Below is the code that performs the login upon the click of the login button. 
Private Sub btnl..ogin_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
btnLogin.Click 
Dim password As String 
Dim user As String 
user= txtLoginName.Text.Trim 
password= txtl'assword.Text.Trim 
& "'" 
Dim str As String 
str ="Sele.ct personID from tblMaster where usernarn '" & user & "' AND pa sword-'" & pus word 
Dim sdalib As New qlDataAdapter(str, objconn) 
obj conn. Open() 
sdalib.Select mmand. ommand pc• 
dslib, lear() 
sdalib.Fill(dslib, "personinfo") 
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If dslib.Tables("personinfo").Rows.Count = 0 Then 
Labe11.Text ="user does not exist pis try again or verify with systems administrator" 
Else 
Session("personID") = dslib.Tables("personinfo").Rows(O).ltem("personID") 
Session("usemame") = txtLoginName.Text 
Response.Redirect("member.aspx") 
End If 
End Sub 
The SqlDataAdapter object is used to create the connection. It is obvious that this 
method is much simpler compared to the command object. However this method is not 
very stable when executing 'update' statements. The Tf. .... Else..... nd If statement 
performs the check to verify the validity of the user. 
6.2.4 Building The User Access Levels Search Module 
This module is basically custom made for the students. lt basically perform simple 
searches through the database to ee if the database contains the required re ource. To 
make the development of this module simpler, I divided the search to the pecific type 
of resources. Using the 'LIKE' option in a' elect' statement the search is reasonably 
effective. Example of the SQL tatemenr: 
strsql = "S L T db .tbl uip.eqt pe, db .tbl quip. aqtitl , lb .tblliquip .. 10111 , 
dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription, db .tbl tatu .statu AS , xpr I dbo.tblMusL·r.fir. tnnmo, " 
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strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.lastname, dbo.tblMaster.familyname" 
strsql &= "FROM dbo.tblStatus INNER JOIN" 
strsql &= "dbo.tblEquip ON dbo.tblStatus.statuslD = dbo.tblEquip.status INNER JOIN" 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblEquip.personID = dbo.tblMaster.personID" 
strsql &="WHERE (dbo.tblEquip.eqtype LIKE 111 & textinput & 111) OR 
(dbo.tblEquip.eqtitle LIKE "1 & textinput & "1) OR (dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription LrKE "1 
& textinput & "1) " 
!I .. rlmrd1.i Mu ffl'illtl lntC'u1 
FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCI NC ANO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ~(t-. 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM ,.,..,-- (/;JI' 
W elceme 10 tho penonol bbrary system 
•116"'4 
ili"Mii• •• • ••• +!*iii+ 
*lllY'i 
Seud1 net 
booktype booktltle book1utho1 bookdHCAlptlon lit•tu• flr11n11 
Visuol OHie.NET How To II.Ill. Dellll. P.J. Doltol. T.R. boolc on vhw•I bMlc.nw1 borrowed Ang reference Program Nl110 programming 
lleference ASP.NET Deltol & Ooltel 11"-pOI l\ny 
... Al-t 0 . ,, .. ti I 
Figure 6.4: Search Page ( elmedia.aspx) 
The qi statement basically queries the resp ·cti o fields to s ie un similarit b tw ·en 
the users search and the databa e. The query is execute t usin 1 a simpl · n ·Ii ik' sub. 
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Below is the onclick sub: 
Private Sub btnsearch_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
btnsearch.Click 
If ddloption.Selectedltem.Value = l Then 
bindBooksearch() 
Elself ddloption.Selectedltem. Value= 2 Then 
bindmediasearch() 
Else 
bindEquipsearch() 
End If 
End Sub 
6.2.5 Building The Resources Module 
The resources module has been integrated with the user module to make it more 
convenient when passing sessions. The page consists of a form and a datagrid that 
reloads automatically when information is inserted into the database. 
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!,I newbook Microsoft Internet Explorer ~·-,. 
.. ~· 
FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY~-. 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM ~ g 
Welcome ""81 
Eew Book En1:i;I 
•11111• BookTill.t title 
116"44• ·author .... Author ••• Typt ·lyp• 
•11111• •••• Sl&lul I rndspot ::J 
Oucnpt&on r~ .... , .... 
..::J 
~OOl\I 
~~uJ~ ~~ •IJ!la. ... 1~~~"'..,... ... 11 -- · I r· i.Q ... IN( .... •~ 0 t>~.S.,,, f,i@ll-~~ .. ti 
Figure 6.S: The form for adding new books (newbook.aspx) 
The form executes with the onclick sub that inserts the information into the database. 
Once the 'Insert' statement has been executed, the datagrid automatically update it elf. 
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-author Author 
type Type 
Add Ottall1 
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Oucriplion !~ eae r ...... 
BooldD Book Type Tille Aulho1 Statut Ou<rip~on 
1001 refwence Vltuel Buic.Nl?T Ho .. To ProptnLH.M. Oed•l PJ. Ottttl T.R. HitlO 2 book on Yiw.J bulc:J.Ut prosr--..nc ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Ed~ t 
!hit book 11 • tu11pl• pd• for dntloponc lln.i ,.,., l"OJ•C!t Edit 
lhit bock II • •hnple giMd. rur d.'f'1tlDptnt; &Illy ... r.troJ• • ~ 
DorW j t LO<ol m- 
-~111 ~ ii\) GJ IOI! !)a....t ... l~~~ ............... 11 -- • "' r·~ 0. ~~.J1.., ;1i>ll~ ~' tt:OI 
l(XJ:l Rerounce ASP .NET Otilol It Delhi 
100) ll<llypo ~ll<lllll• (l!"1oulbo< 
100-4 Reference wer wer 
HW Rtfnmce wer "'" 
101$ 1impte How To Dtvelop Sinlple Projee!t Deitoltt Otlttl 
1016 tlm_ple How To Dov.lop S!n,ple Poof• It 01lltl& 011111 
Figure 6.6: The add books page with the datagrid at the bottom (newbook.aspx) 
The same method is used for all resources. The reset button u useful when executing 
multiple entries. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
7 .1 Introduction to Testing Software 
Testing Software is a most essential part of developing a system. Many companies spend 
more time testing their system as to the actual building and implementation. This part 
involves many aspects including checking the overall system for bugs, defects and other 
possible mishaps. 
7.2 What is testing 
Software testing is the process of testing programs to e tablish the presence of system 
defects. There are certain objectives necessary in achieving this. They are: 
• To understand testing techniques that are geared to discover program faults 
• To understand specific approaches to object-oriented testing 
• To understand the principles of CASE tool support for testing 
7.3 Types of testing 
There are several types of testing. Each uniquely focuses on different parts of the wh le 
testing process. 
7.3.1 Component Testing 
The first part of te ting is component te ting. Thi i whore ea h m dulo nnd mp nont 
is tested for bugs and such. During thi process dumb data mi ht be in med into certain 
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components to see how the component functions on its own. The steps in component 
testing are: 
• Testing of individual program components 
• Testing the output of each component 
7.3.2 Integration Testing 
Once the components have been tested another, integration testing has to be performed. 
This involves testing of groups of components integrated to create a system or sub- 
system. Tests are based on a system specification. 
The testing phases are as per the diagram below: 
Component 
testing 
Integration 
testing 
Software developer Independent testing team 
Figure 7.1: Testing Phases 
Integration testing should be black-box te ting with te t derived from the pecificati n, 
The main difficulty is localising errors. Incremental integration te ting reduce this 
problem. There are a number f approache to integration testing. They are: 
Starts with high-level system. and integrate from the t p-down roplacin indi i lunl 
c rnponents by stub where appropriate. 
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Figure 7.2: Top-Down Integration 
Bottom-up testing 
Process of integrating individual components in levels until the complete system is 
created. 
Figure 7.3: Bottom-Up Integration 
7.3.3 Defect Testing 
Once this is complete the system ha to be te ted for defect . The goal of defect testin 1 
is to discover defects in programs. A succes fol defect test is a tesr which causes a 
program to behave in an an mat us wa . Test of 
defects. A better picture of the defect te tin idea is pictur d in th f ur • below: 
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Figure 7.4: The Defect Testing Process 
7.3.4 Black Bo.x Testing 
An approach to testing where the test are derived from the program or component 
specification (program is considered as a 'black-box'). Black Box Testing is also known 
as 'functional testing'. The program test cases are based on the system specifications. 
Test planning can begin early in the software process. 
111) us cais in g 
aromaois 
bdlaiiour 
System 
---r-~r--- ,---~ <AitpilS \\11ich reveal 
t le presence of 
dd'ect 
Fi2ure 7,5: The 'Black Box' Testing Process 
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7.3.5 White Box Testing 
White-box sometimes called structural testing or glass-box testing or clear-box testing. It 
is a derivation oftest cases according to program structure. Knowledge of the program is 
used to identify additional test cases. The objective is to exercise all program statements 
not all path combinations. Usually applied to relatively small program units such as 
subroutines or operations associated with an object. 
Test data 
Tests Derives 
Component 
code 
Test 
outputs 
Figure 7.6: The 'White Box' Testing Process 
7.4 Unit Testing 
There are a few methods u ed in unit te ting of the system. However the main method 
used is 'White Box Testing'. Jn White Box Testing the internal logic of each m dule is 
checked for errors and deviations from the actual y item pecificau n . T enabl iuch 
testing sessions were replaced with dumb values before inte 1rating it with th rernaind r 
White Box' Tesrin r Proce ), the initial test i to re t darn, an t th n tot $1 output. t·or 
te ting the data, dumb data rid arc r at d, then di pla d t on, ur orre 1 input j 
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received. If the input data is limited, then this is replaced with 'labels' that arc loaded by 
the necessary subs. This was an essential method when testing the authentications in the 
login pages. In this manner both the input and output are thoroughly tested before the 
module is integrated with the remainder of the system. 
7.4.1 Database Queries Testing 
The most important component testing was the testing of the SQL queries. The first part 
of this phase was testing the validity of the Sql statements. This was made very 
convenient by using the SQL builder available in SQL Ser 2000. Once the queries were 
verified within the database, it was necessary to ensure that the queries worked in a 
ASP.Net environment. Here again the 'White Box Testing' method was used. Similarly 
to the concept mentioned above, the database existing information wa. tested u ing 
dumb datagrids then the output was tested accordingly. 
7.5 Integration Testing 
Once individual program components have been tested, they must be integrated to create 
partial or complete system. Integration testing te ts complete ystems or subsystems 
composed of integrated components. Inte rration tesrin should bl! black-box testing with 
tests derived from the Specification. In the case f integration te ting [did ll 'C the 'black 
box' testing approach where the concept f auditin 1 around th· s stem 1 wa used. Th J 
main module that required inte rration testin • wher • tho: 
1. Data Manipulation and ntr I 
2. User Acee evels 
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3. Resources Module 
These modules were interlinked with each other at either one point or another. Basically 
the testing process starts and the user 'login' page. Then the user is sent to the data page 
where data manipulation may be performed. This page is linked to the resources module 
where additions can be made to the 
database. 
Session Data 
Manipulation 
Module 
User Login 
Session Resources Module 
Database transactions 
Database 
Figure 7.7: The Integration Testing Process 
7 .6 System Testing 
The system testing involved the full integration of the stem Th· main c nccpt 11 .ed in 
this phase of testin is Defect: Te tin . Here tho sy stern under oct con, tant scrutin 
where any pos ible defect. a a whole is ingled out and rrc tcd. This involv d 
linking, database transaction and sessions. As the stem is quit simple the main 
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system testing is basically similar to the integration testing. A lot of rcdcsi min r was 
done in the process of system testing to ensure free flow of information throu rhout the 
system. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 
Introduction 
The Personal Library System is basically a very simple system. It mainly consists of a 
search module, a data manipulation module and a transaction module. Developing in a 
ASP.Net environment posed as quite a challenge for me as I had not done development 
in this area before. I faced many problems which resulted in a very simple system that 
did not fulfil all the systems specification set in the initial proposal. 
There were many initial problems faced until I finally managed to understand the 
concept behind the .NET framework. A lot of time wa wasted chasing dead end as I 
found different solutions for similar problems. As ASP.Net is a very new language many 
others developing in this environment faced similar problems. 
The final system might not be a very good system, nevertheless it i simple, and has a lot 
of room for upgrades. 
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8.1 Problems and Solutions 
Many problems were faced during the duration of developing this system. Problems 
faced are probably similar to the ones faced by other students developing in a new 
environment for the first time. The process of familiarising with a new environment 
proved challenging enough. This was coupled with the common flaw among Microsoft 
products - the necessity to update and upgrade constantly to ensure problem free 
development. 
8.1.l Problems faced with the development tools 
A lot of service packs were required in order to deploy .Net systems in a Windows 2000 
environment. Often the necessary service packs downloadable from the internet. 
However the file sizes were quite big ranging from 50 to 170 megabytes. The initial .Net 
SOK 1.0 had to be upgraded to .NET SOK I. l and this again required certain service 
packs and server patches. 
A lot of time was wasted trying to understand the source of an error, later on discoverin , 
it was due to a missing upgrade. 
The second problem faced was in the actual development. Visual Studio.Net is a 
user-friendly development tool. The only fault fit is tha.t man of th dmg nud drop 
options are not stable hence re ulring in errors when debu in . Am n the problcmati 
areas are the establishment of a LDatn onnccti n, Oat11Adoptor and a 
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SQLDataCommand. These objects when declared using the available wizard options arc 
unstable and static. For dynamic deployment these objects must be declared in the 
source file (.aspx.vb file) manual1y. 
There were also a lot of inadequacies in terms of objects for convenient programming 
control. For example: DataSourceControl. This object is to assist in convenient database 
transactions. However only the latest versions of Visual Studio.NET supported this 
object. The other versions did not support it as the necessary dll and class file was not 
contained within the class library. 
8.1.2 Problems and Advantages with ASP.Net 
Despite the fact that ASP.Net is merely an upgrade from classic ASP, there are a lot of 
differences between the two. The first thing is that the fact ASP.Net is a proper 
compilation language that shares the concept of Java as in compile once, nm anywhere. 
As it is a new language, there were limited resources. Unlike ASP were source codes for 
almost anything is available on the internet, this is no the case. 
Techniques and concepts available in tutorials are rather limited. Finding tutorial and 
books that had good techniques on querying database were very difficult. The main 
problem faced here was the need to upgrade all ource c de fr 111 D.B conne ti n 
to SQL connections. Findin syntax for a ood workin Q onnections wns anoth r 
problem altogether. 
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Many websites such as 123ASPX.com and Planet Source Code contained tutorials for 
certain parts of the language but not proper complete processes. A lot of time was spent 
conducting 'trial and error' experiments before finally understanding the general concept 
behind ASP.Net. 
However once these general concepts were grasped, the programming process was made 
quite easy. ASP.Net contains a lot of class objects that reduced development time and 
paved a way for short and accurate programming. Once the project file is built, the 
system runs very well, running more and more efficiently at every runtime. 
Deploying the concepts of templates are also very easy. Unlike classic ASP where XML 
or CSS is required, here templates can be designed within the .aspx page. For example 
below is the code designing and editable datagrid: 
<asp:DataGrid id="gridl" style="Z..INDEX: 124; LEFT: I 8px· POSITION: ab olute; 
TOP: 621 px" runat="server" AutoGenerateColumns="False"> 
<Columns> 
<asp:BoundColumn DataField="bookTD" HeaderTex -"BookJD" 
ReadOnly="True" /> 
<asp:BoundColumn DataField="booktype" Header'Tex -"Book Type"/> 
<asp:BoundColumn DataField="booktitle" Header'Text "Title" 
<asp:BoundColumn DataField="bookauth r" Hcader'Toxt "Auth r" / 
<asp.Bound olurnn Data 'ield•"status" Header'I' xt "Status" I> 
<asp.Bound hmm ata ·icld-''bookdcscription" Header'] ·t " cription'' I> 
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<asp:EditCommandColumn EditText="Edit" CancelText="Cancel" 
UpdateText="Update" ButtonType="PushButton" I> 
</Columns> 
</asp:DataGrid> 
This template can be generated in a ASP.Net page without the necessity of including any 
CSS or XML files. 
8.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Systems 
The personal library system has many weaknesses and a few strengths. The main plus 
point is the database design which was done in a very dynamic manner. The design 
allows a lot of room for further expansion. 
Among the weaknesses of the system are: 
1) Poor security - the authentication is performed by a session and does not contain any 
cookies or server runtimes. This would compromise the security of users 
2) Unattractive User Interface - the user interface was designed with complete 
simplicity. An inexperienced ser might find this annoying a there are no ruide r 
messages in guiding the user on how to use the system. 
3) Incomplete transaction module - the tran action module wa n t ucccssfully built 
due to time and knowledge constraints. As a result users cannot record all transaction 
made. 
4) Absence of 'Delete option - Users or unable to delete utries thnt have l en mid . 
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8.3 Improvements and Suggestions 
The main improvement I would like to suggest for my system is a complete upgrade of 
the user access level, inclusive of regular and power users. This would ensure proper 
security. There should also be a proper system of recording error logs in the occurrence 
of outside abuse. This would enable proper systems audit and upgrades. 
Another suggestion would be a delete option, allowing users to delete data owned by 
them. The necessary SQL statement would look something like: 
Strsql ="DELETE FROM tblBook where bookID="' & bookJD & " ' " 
Where the bookID string would be the selected object for delete. 
8.4 Conclusion 
The personal library system developed leaves a lot to be desired. The ystem here is 
merely an initial prototype. As the system has been built. using the .NET framework, a 
lot of area for expansion has already been given. The upgrades to the ystem would be 
more in the form of additions using ASP.Net. An upgrade to a new language or databa e 
management system would not be required for at least a few years. 
Although .NET might be a difficult area to develop in, deploying online applications in 
this area is certainly the way to go. N doubt I would have been able t build a much 
more advanced system using classic ASP but thi s stern would need to be up roded to 
ASP.Net sooner or later. The options and areas of A P.N t with th· u '_. f VB. N t and 
C# are quite imrnen e. I certainly shall spend a lot m re tim plorin thi~ n w tool. 
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Despite the fact my application was developed using Visual Basic.NET (VB.Net),l think 
a more efficient manner of developing with ASP.Net in the future would be C#. C# has 
already become the preferred language for development and there are more resources for 
developing with C# as compared to VB.Net. My recommendations to future new 
developers is to attempt to explore C# before deciding on the language. Although C++ 
might be complicated and C# is based on C++, it is a much more versatile language and 
is able to develop many more sophisticated applications as compare to VB.Net. 
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User Manual 
Before uploading this application to a web host, necessary changes have to be made to 
the database connection. This database connection string in contained within the 
'web.config' file. The string below is shown below is the database connection string 
used: 
<add key="connectionstring" value="Data Source=ANX815\S2DB;fnitial 
Catalog=LibDB;User ID=sa 1 ;Password=s22003"/> 
The necessary changes would be the Data Source which would have to be according to 
the name of the SQL Server being used. The second change would be the 'User ID' and 
'Password'. These two options would be based on the information provided by the web 
host. 
The respective usemames and passwords for lecturers would be provided by the sy tem 
administrator. Once this is done the user may change the pas word by followin r the 
steps below: 
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FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION T 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM CHNOlO~ 
Welcome to the personal library •;"tem 
Mipii!M 
@'iii@ 
fmd'Mi& ••• Mi.p!HP 
•111+ 
ii) Deno --n ~ :t c::i • I ~• ... I '!)c ... l~ !Ji ... I: .:J f r I """""'- t ... t)a ... j~~ w .. l4! m.... 1.A.-l 0 ·:>~'l .. ~ '. ·~-dl• ll•~ 
l. At the main page, click on the 'Login' button. 
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FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION T CHNOLOGY ~(ta 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM ~ (;;? 
Welcome to the personal hbrary rys~m 
+IQ!UM 
•1¥1¥11• 
•tfidliiilfi wa••• 
+i.iiiM 
+;;;;• 
LogjnN tJ111 jang 
P11tw0td f- 
oOno 
·-111 Cl1 • ;! Q ·11 ll'!l ... j l!)c. .. j ~ 
I I j IU>U1"1- 
1!::1 J'ii};:" I ",f 0 •:, Q )"I l ::). ,., - .. • ll<ZS 
2. Key in the usemame and password as given by the systems administrator. The 
click on the login button. Should there be an error, a error mes age will appear. 
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Welcomeangl 
• a11;;;• +gm+ 
441411 
<> 
Person!D Name Usorname Password Email URL Telephono Nurnber I 
aniPJ1 Ang Ton Fong ang ang al@um edu my hllp·//perdana um edu my/ 1(379601234 ~I 
-------------- --- -- . 
rtl•rente Vl111al 8"111c.NET How To 
Program 
H.U. Do Itel. P .J. D•htl. T.R. z 
Nieto book un vtsual bHlc.nul p1ug••m 
11utus bookdHCtlpllon 
Otltel & Ooltol thlo ~ook lo o llmplt 9ul•• for d••• 
prn tell 
would be automatically updated. 
directed to a page containing a form and a datagrid below. 
Ooltol & Ooitol It.lo book lo• almplo guide for dWt 
((l)ttll 
Books o.rul!'.lJ,pdotqlProp Bookf1) 
U$8rname booklypa book1tda bookauthor 
ll.o(Al"'- ·~•oi• 13;%7 
ang 
Oeltel & Otltol 
WU 
3. At the first datagrid, there is all the user information that can be edited. Click the 
Dant 
~ll W3 • ;J ta •iJ 1na ... i '!)a.l~.!lSJ~ 1 ... ~ 44M .. l.!!!J.l!Jlf.Jm.. 
edit button, edit necessary details then click the update button. The information 
4. For adding resources. click on the link above the relevant datagrid. You will be 
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few Book En11a 
BookTiU• 
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:J 
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Sta1U1 I rodepot ::J 
Ducription 
Add Dt1ailt 
BooldD Book Typt Title Author St ... u1 Ducription 
1001 .. r .. ence Ylouo!Balric.HETHowToProtp' ... HM.DtlltLPJ.Driltl T.R.H•tto2 bootonwu.tboNJU\pro11- ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
lhi1book11 • <implt (l\Jldt ror dtVol pine llnoJ yur projo<ll ~ 
" ..:J ~ l l«alto- 
..,._,,l M ;a r::J •ii 1111 ... l.!)sl~J)tj t ... !)a .. J~ Iii-! O 'bQ,.,~ l>ll~~"• "'~ 
1002 Rormn" A!IP .NllT Dtittlli Dtlttl 
1003 l>llypt (It\Jl\illt ®"author 
1004 Ref'er1nc1 wer wer 
HID R1f1nnc1 wer "'" 
!OD •'°'Pl• How To Develop Sifllpl• Project• Deitel a Deitel 
5. Fill in the form, click Add Details and the information will be updated 
accordingly. 
6. For editing the resource information, click the edit button and follow step 3. 
Searching the database 
1. For searching or browsing the database click on the ' earch button. The page as 
shown below will be een. 
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...-::l,ioelmed1d-!'11uo~oftlnlC_!'fletfM!_)lot~r __ _ _ •. , ~Wt .:,-~ 
FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION T CHNOLOGY ~ 
PERSONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM ~ (./:7 
Welcome angl 
Clioon ,..v .. UT.II opdu BROWSE I 
oc',,,. 
~111 Ul Id tD i:.;:) '"11 vt1 ... J~~.n.J 
I I ._....,_ 
l&iQ 0 ·~~ .. }Al~~-· 1~133 
2. Choose the search category, key in the keyword into the text box then click the 
'search' button on the right of the textbox. The results will be displayed on a 
data grid. 
3. Should you wish to browse the database, just choo e the earch option, the click 
on the 'BROWSE' button. This will display all the data contained within the 
database for the particular option. 
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Module Source Codes 
Search Module Source Codes: 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
Public Class selmedia 
Inherits System.Web.UT.Page 
Dim dvlib As New Data View 
Dim dslib As New DataSet 
Dim strsortexpr As String 
Protected WithEvents gridl As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.DataGrid 
Protected WithEvents lbluser As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents Imagel As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmage 
Protected WithEvents DropDownListl As 
System.Web.ill.WebControls.DropDownList 
Protected WithEvents Labell As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents ddloption As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.DropDownList 
Protected WithEvents btnBrowse As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Button 
Protected With.Events lmageButton 1 As System. Web. Ul. WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton2 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents lmage8utton3 As System.Web.Ul.WcbControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithE vents [mageButton4 As System. Web. U I. WebControls. l.mageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton5 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected With.Events lmageButton6 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton7 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents Label2 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents btnsearch As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.Button 
Protected With.Events txtsearch As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.TextBox 
Dim objconn As New 
SqlConnection(ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("ConnectionString")) 
#Region" Web Form Designer Generated Code" 
'This call is required by the Web Form Designer. 
<System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()> Private Sub Initialize omponent() 
End Sub 
'NOTE: The following placeholder declaration i required by th Web F rm ner. 
Do not delete or move it. 
Private designerf'laceholderlreclaration A System. bject 
Private Sub Page_[nit(ByVal sender As Syst m. bj • t, I Val • As 
System. ventArg ·)Handles MyBa e.Init 
'CODEGEN: This method call i required b th Web Form Desi nor 
'Do not modify it using the code editor. 
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InitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
#End Region 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
'Put user code to initialize the page here 
If Len(Session("personID")) = 0 Then 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome to the personal library system" 
Else 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome" & Session("usemame") & "!" 
End If 
'bind grid() 
'bindmedia() 
'bindEquip() 
'bind() 
End Sub 
.Private Sub bindgrid/) 
Dim strsql As String 
'strsql = "SELECT * FROM tblBook" 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblBook.booktype, dbo.tblBook.booktitle, 
dbo.tblBook.bookauthor, dbo.tblBook.bookdescription, " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.firstname, dbo.tblMaster.lastname, 
dbo.tblMaster.familyname, dbo.tblStatus.status " 
strsql &="FROM dbo.tblBook INNER JOIN dbo.tblMaster ON 
dbo.tblBook.personTD = dbo.tblMaster.personJD INN R JOIN " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblStatus ON dbo.tblBook.status = dbo.tblStatus.statu ID" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn.Open() 
dalib.SelectCommand. ommandT pe • ommand'r .T , 1 
dslib. tear() 
sdalib. Fi 11( dslib, "tblBook") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables 0 .DefaultView 
objconn. lose() 
gridl .Data ource = dvlib 
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grid l .DataBind() 
End Sub 
Sub bindmedia() 
Dim strsql As String 
'strsql ="SELECT* FROM tblMedia" 
strsql = "SELECT dbo.tblMedia.mediatitle, dbo.tblMedia.mediatype, 
dbo.tblMedia.mediaauthor, dbo.tblMedia.mediadescription, dbo.tblStatus.status, 
dbo.tblMaster.firstname, dbo.tblMaster.lastname, dbo.tb1Master.familyname" 
strsql &= "FROM dbo.tblStatus INNER JOIN dbo.tblMedia ON 
dbo.tblStatus.statusID = dbo.tblMedia.status INNER JOIN " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblMedia.personID = dbo.tblMaster.personfD 11 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn.Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill( dslib, "tblMedia") 
dvlib = dstib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
grid 1.DataSource = dvlib 
grid 1 .DataBind() 
End Sub 
Sub bindEquip() 
Dim strsql As String 
'strsql = "SELECT • FROM tblEquip" 
strsql = "SELECT dbo.tblEquip.eqtype, dbo.tblfquip.eqtitle 
dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription, dbo.tblStatu .staru , dbo.tblMa ter.firstname, 
dbo.tblMaster.lastname," 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.familyname FR M db .tbl tutu· INN R J IN 11 
strsql &= "dbo.tblEquip N db .tbl tarus.statusl - dbo.tbl ~quip.!itatun INN ·I 
JOIN II 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMa ter N db .tbll ·quip.pars nl dbo.tbllvluster.p rs mlD '' 
Dim sdalib As New · ql ataAdaptc · trsql, bj ionn 
objconn. pen() 
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sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill( dslib, "tblEquip") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
grid l .DataSource = dvl ib 
grid 1.DataBind() 
End Sub 
Sub bindEquipsearch() 
Dim strsql As String 
Dim textinput As String 
'textinput = txtsearch.Text.Trim 
textinput = "%" & txtsearch.Text.Trim & "%" 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tb\Equip.eqtype, dbo.tblEquip.eqtitle, dbo.tblEquip.status, 
dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription, dbo.tblStatus.status AS Expr 1, dbo. tblMaster. firstname, " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.lastname, dbo.tblMaster.familyname" 
strsql &= "FROM dbo.tblStatus INNER JOIN " 
strsql &= "dbo.tb\Equip ON dbo.tblStatus.statusfD = dbo.tblEquip.status INNER 
JOIN" 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblEquip.personID = dbo.tblMaster.personlD " 
strsql &="WHERE (dbo.tblEquip.eqtype LIKE"' & textinput & "')OR 
(dbo.tblEquip.eqtitle LIKE"' & textinput & '")OR (dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription LIKE"' 
& textinput & "') " 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = ommand'Iype.Tcxt 
dslib.Ctear() 
sdalib.Fill(dslib, "dbo.tbl quip") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
gridl DetaSource • dvlib 
grid 1 .Data Bind() 
nd Sub 
'book esrch 
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Sub bindBooksearch() 
Dim strsql As String 
Dim textinput As String 
textinput = "%" & txtsearch.Text.Trim & "%" 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblBook.booktype, dbo.tblBook.booktitle, 
dbo.tblBook.bookauthor, dbo.tblBook.bookdescription, dbo.tblStatus.status, 
dbo.tblMaster.firstname, " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.lastname, dbo.tblMaster.familyname " 
strsql &= "FROM dbo.tblStatus INNER JOIN " 
strsql &= " dbo.tblBook ON dbo.tblStatus.statuslD = dbo.tblBook.status fNNER 
JOIN" 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblBook.personlD = dbo.tblMaster.personlD" 
strsql &="WHERE (dbo.tblBook.booktype LIKE"' & textinput & "')OR 
(dbo.tblBook.booktitle LIKE"' & textinput & '")OR (dbo.tblBook.bookauthor LIKE'" 
& textinput & "')OR (dbo.tblBook.bookdescription LIKE"' & textinpur & "')" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn.Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill(dslib, "dbo.tblBook") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
grid 1.DataSource = dvlib 
grid l .DataBind() 
End Sub 
Sub bindmediasearch() 
Dim strsql As String 
Dim textinput As String 
textinput = "%" & txtsearch.Text.Trirn & "%" 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblMedia.mediatitle dbo.tbllvledia.mediarype, 
dbo.tblMedia.mediaauthor, dbo.tbllvledia.mediade cripti n, db .tblStatu . statu , " 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMaster.firstname db .tblMa rer.lastnamc, 
dbo.tblMaster.familyname" 
strsql &="FR M dbo.tblStatus INN R J IN" 
str qi&= "db .rbllvledia N dbo.tbl talus. tatusl dho.ll>IM ·din .. tutus INNER 
JOTN II 
strsql &= "dbo.tblMast'er N db .tblMedia.per onl db .tblM '· t r.pors )1110" 
strsql &= "WH R (dbo.tbllvledin.mediatitlo LIK • "' & t xtiuput "' R 
(dbo.tblMedia.mediaauth r UK~ '" t axtinput '") R 
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(dbo.tblMedia.mediadescription LIKE"' & textinput & "')OR (dbo.tblMedia.mediatype 
LIKE "' & textinput & '")" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill(dslib, "dbo.tb1Media") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
grid 1 .DataSource = dvlib 
grid 1.DataBind() 
End Sub 
'browse option returns all results in query 
Private Sub btnBrowse_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e A 
System.EventArgs) Handles btnBrowse.Click 
If ddloption.Selectedltem. Value= 1 Then 
bind grid() 
Elself ddloption.Selecteditem. Value= 2 Then 
bindmedia() 
Else 
bindEquip() 
End lf 
End Sub 
'search option returns queried results 
Private Sub btnsearch_ Click(ByVal sender As Object ByVal e A 
System.EventArgs) Handles btnsearch.Click 
If ddloption.Selectedltem.Value = 1 Then 
bindBooksearch() 
Else If ddloption.Selectedltem. Value = 2 Then 
b indrned iasearch() 
Else 
bindEquipsearch() 
~nd If 
End Sub 
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Private Sub ImageButton6_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal c As 
System.Web.UI.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles Image8utton6.Click 
Response .Redirect(" new lo gin.aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButtonl_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System. Web.UI.lmageClickEventArgs) Handles Image Button I .Click 
Response .Redirect(" main.aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButton3_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System. Web.Ul.lmageClickEventArgs) Handles lmageButton3. Click 
Response.Redirect("newlogin.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub lmageButton4_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e A 
System.Web.Ul.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles lmageButton4.Click 
Response.Redirect("newlogin.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub lmageButton7 _ Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.Ul.lmageClickEventArgs) Handles Image Button? .Click 
Response .Redirect(" selmedia .aspx") 
End Sub 
End Class 
The Data Manipulation Source Code 
Imports System.Data.Sq1Client 
Public Class member 
Inherits System.Web.Ul.Page 
Dim dvlib As New Dataview 
Dim dslib As New Data et 
Dim strsortexpr As String 
Protected WithEvents lbluser As Sy tern.Web. I.Web cntrols.l ibel 
Protected With vents DataGrid4 As stem.Web. I.Web ontrols.D uu .rid 
Protected Withlsvents membergrid As ystem.Web. l.Web ontrols. ua rid 
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Protected WithEvents newbook As System.Web.UT.WebControls.LinkButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButtonl As System.Web.ULWebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton2 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.[mageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton3 As System.Web.Ul.WebContrnls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents lmageButton4 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents lmageButton5 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.[mageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton6 As System.Web.UT.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents lmageButton7 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected WithEvents newequip As System.Web.UI.WebControls.LinkButton 
Protected WithEvents newmedia As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.LinkButton 
Protected WithEvents Forml As System.Web.m.HtmlControls.HtmlForm 
Dim objconn As New 
Sq 1Connection( ConfigurationSettings. App Settings(" Connection String")) 
#Region" Web Form Designer Generated Code" 
'This call is required by the Web Form Designer. 
<System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()> Private Sub lnitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
Protected WithEvents Imagel As System.Web.Ul.WebControl .Image 
Protected WithEvents DataGrid2 As System.Web.Ul.Web ontrol .Dara rid 
Protected WithEvents DataGrid3 As System.Web.UT.WebControls.DataGrid 
Protected With.Events Label2 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents Label3 As System.Web.Ul.WebControl .Label 
Protected WithEvents Label4 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents DataGridl As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.DataGrid 
'NOTE: The following placeholder declaration is required by the Web Form Designer. 
'Do not delete or move it. 
Private designerPlaceholderDeclaration As System.Object 
Private Sub Page_Init(ByVal sender As System.Object ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Init 
'CODEGEN: This method call is required by the Web Form Desi mer 
'Do not modify it using the code editor. 
lnitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
#End Region 
Private Sub Page_L ad(ByVal ender A. tom. bject B Val !\ 
System. ventArgs) J andles MyBa e. oad 
'Put user code to initialize the pa e here 
' ession("personl ") 
'Session(" usernarne") 
Dim name As String 
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name = Session("username") 
'name= "angOOl" 
Session("usemame") =name 
lfLen(Session("personID")) = 0 Then 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome to the personal library system" 
Else 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome" & Session("usemame") & "!" 
End If 
If Me.IsPostBack =False Then 
Dim dsmsmber As DataSet = GetDataSet() 
BindGrid( dsmsmber) 
End If 
bindbook() 
bindmedia() 
bindequip() 
End Sub 
Public Function GetDataSet() As DataSet 
Dim str As String 
Dim dsmem As New DataSet 
str ="Select* FROM tblMaster where person ID='" & Session("personID") & ""' 
Dim sdamember As New SqlDataAdapter(str, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdamember .Se lectCommand. Command Type = CommandType. Text 
dsmem.Clear() 
sdamernber.Fill(dsmem, "tblMaster") 
objconn. Close() 
Return dsmem 
End Function 
Public Sub BindGrid(ByVal ds As Data et) 
membergrid.DataSource = ds.Tables("tblMa ter") 
Me.DataBind() 
End Sub 
Sub bindbook() 
Dim strsql A Strin 
strsql = "S L T dbo.tblMa ter.u ername dbo.tblB ok.bookr 
dbo.tblBook.booktitle dbo.tblB ok.booknuthor, dbo.tbIBook.stntus, 
dbo.tblBook.b okde cripti 11 dbo.tbl k.tran 10 fR M lb .tblB k INN ·R J IN 
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dbo.tblMaster ON dbo.tblBook.personID = dbo.tblMaster.personJD WHERE 
dbo.tblBook.personID ="' & Session("personID") & '"" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
obj conn. Opem) 
sdalib. SelectCommand. Command Type = CommandType. Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill( dslib, "tb]Master") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn. Close() 
DataGrid l .DataSource = dvlib 
DataGridl .DataBind() 
Response.Write(" <br> ") 
Response. Write("<br>") 
End Sub 
Sub bindmedia() 
Dim dvmed As New Data View 
Dim strsql As String 
Dim dsmed As New DataSet 
'strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblMedia.mediatitle, dbo.tblMedia.mediatype, 
dbo.tblMedia.mediaauthor, dbo.tblMedia.mediadescription, dbo.tblMedia.transID, 
dbo.tblStatus.status AS Exprl FROM dbo.tb1Master INNER JOfN dbo.tblMedia ON 
dbo.tblMaster.personID = dbo.tblMedia.personlD fNNER JOTN dbo.tblStatus ON 
dbo.tb1Media.status = dbo.tb1Status.statusID WHERE dbo.tb1Media.person1D ="' & 
Session("user") & '"" 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblMedia.mediatitlc, dbo.tblMedia.mediatype, 
dbo.tblMedia.mediaauthor, dbo.tblMedia.mediadescription dbo.tblStatus.status" 
strsql &="FROM dbo.tblMedia INNER JOIN" 
strsql &=" dbo.tblStatus ON dbo.tblMedia.status = dbo.tblStatus.statu ID'' 
strsql &="WHERE dbo.tblMedia.personlD = '" & Session("personlD") & "'" 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdalib. electCommand. ommandType • omrnand'f pe.Te t 
dsmed.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill(dsmed "dbo.tblMedia" 
dvmed = dsmed.Tablcs(O).DefaultView 
objconn. Close() 
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DataGrid2.DataSource = dvmed 
DataGrid2 .DataBindO 
End Sub 
Sub bindequip() 
Dim strsql As String 
Dim dveq As New Data View 
Dim dseq As New DataSet 
'strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblMaster.usemame, dbo.tblEquip.eqtype, 
dbo.tblEquip.eqtitle, dbo.tblEquip.status, dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription, 
dbo.tblEquip.transID FROM dbo.tblMaster INNER JOIN dbo.tblEquip ON 
dbo.tblMaster.personID = dbo.tblEquip.personID WHERE dbo.tblMaster.usemarne='" 
& Session("user") & ""' 
strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblEquip.eqtype, dbo.tblEquip.eqtitle, 
dbo.tblEquip.eqdescription,dbo.tblStatus.status " 
strsql &="FROM dbo.tblEquip INNER JOIN" 
strsql &= "dbo.tblStatus ON dbo.tblEquip.status = dbo.tblStatus.statuslD WHER 
dbo.tblEquip.personJD='" & Session("personID") & ""' 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dseq.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill(dseq, "dbo.tblEquip") 
dveq = dseq.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn.Close() 
DataGrid3 .DataSource = dveq 
DataGrid3. DataB ind() 
End Sub 
'edit sub for membergrid 
Private Sub membergrid_EditCommand(ByVal ource A bject ByVal e As 
System.Web.UI.WebControls.DataGrid ommand ventArgs) Handle 
member grid .EditCommand 
membergrid.Editltemlndex = e.Itern. ltemlndex 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = et.DataSet() 
BindGrid(dsmem) 
End Sub 
'cancel sub for member zrid 
Private Sub mcmbcrgrid_ ancel ommand(B Val source As bj · ·1 B Val c As 
System.Web.Ul.WebControl . ata rid ornmand ntAr s Hnndl ·s 
rnernbergrid. ancel ommand 
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membergrid.Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = GetDataSetO 
BindGrid(dsmem) 
End Sub 
'update sub for membergrid 
Private Sub membergrid_UpdateCommand(ByVal source As Object, ByVal e As 
System. Web.Ul, WebControls.DataGridCommandE ventArgs) Handles 
membergrid.UpdateCommand 
'variables to hold values 
Dim newFirstName, newLastName, newFamilyName As String 
Dim newUsemame, newPassword, newEmail, newWebsite As String 
Dim newtelno As String 
'newFirstName, newLastName, newFamilyName,newUsemame, newPassword, 
newEmail,newWebsite,newtelno 
'txtfirstname,txtlastname,txtfamilyname, 
newFirstName = CType(e.Item.FindControl("txtfirstname"), TextBox).Text 
newLastName = CType(e.Item.FindControl("txtlastname"), TextBox).Text 
newFamilyName = CType(e.Item.FindControl("txtfamilyname"), TextBox).Text 
'newUsemame, newPassword, newEmail,newWebsite,newtelno 
newUsemame = CType(e.Item.Cells(2).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newPassword = CType(eJtem.Cells(3).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newEmail = CType(e.Item.Ce11s(4).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newWebsite = CType(e.Item.Cells(5).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
newtelno = CType(e.Jtem.Ce11s(6).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
Dim person[D As String 
person.ID= e.ltem.Cells(O).Text 
Dim sdamember As New SqlClient.SqlDataAdapter 
Dim commember As New SqlClient.SqlCommand 
Dim update As String 
update= "UPDATE tblMaster SET username=" & new ername & "' firstname "' 
& newFirstName & "' " ' update&= "lastname="' & new astName & '",familyname '" & newFamilyName 
& '" email="' & newEmail & "' " ' , 
update&= "password="' & newPassword & "',web ite-"' & newwebsite & 
"',telno=" & newtelno & "" 
update &= "WHERE personlD="' & person! D & '"" 
objconn. pen 
commember. nnection = objc nn 
commember. crnrnandText = update 
commember. ommandT pe = mmandT pe.I c. t 
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commember .ExecuteNonQuery() 
objconn.Close() 
'cancel edit mode 
membergrid.Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim ds As Dataset = GetDataSet() 
BindGrid(ds) 
End Sub 
Private Sub newbook_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles newbook.Click 
Response .Redirect(" new book .aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub newmedia_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles newmedia.Click 
Response. Redirect(" newmedia .aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub newequip_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles newequip.Click 
Response.Redirect("newequip.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButton6_Click(ByVa1 sender As Sy tern.Object, ByVal e A 
System.Web.UI.JmageClickEventArgs) Handles 1mageButton6. tick 
Response.Redirect("newlogin.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButtonl_Click(ByVal sender As ystem. bject ByVal e As 
System.Web.Ul.lmageClickEventArgs) Handles Ima· eButton 1. lick 
Response .Redirect(" ma in. aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub lmageButton3_Click(ByVal ender A ystem.Object Byvul As 
System.Web.UT.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles Ima c utton3. lick 
Response.Redirect("newlo in.asp ") 
End ub 
Private ub ImageButton4_ lick(ByVal sender A 
Systern.Web.Ul.Ima e lick ventAr s Handles Imo e 
Response.Redirect("ncwlo in .as p " 
Val As 
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End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButton7 _ Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web. UI.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles Image Button? .Click 
Response .Redirect(" selmedia .aspx ") 
End Sub 
End Class 
Example of the Resources Module Source Codes 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
Public Class newbook 
Inherits System.Web.UI.Page 
Dim objconn As New 
SqlConnection(ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("ConnectionString")) 
Dim dvlib As New Data View 
Protected WithEvents gridl As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.DataGrid 
Protected WithEvents ImageButtonl As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.ImageButton 
Protected WithEvents lmageButton2 As System.Web.Ul.Web ontrols.fmageButlon 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton3 As System.Web.Uf.WebControls.TmageButton 
Protected With.Events [mageButton4 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.fmageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton5 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.ImageButtoa 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton6 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Protected With.Events ImageButton7 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.lmageButton 
Dim dslib As New DataSet 
#Region" Web Form Designer Generated Code" 
'This call is required by the Web Form Designer. 
<System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()> Private ub InitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
Protected WithEvents Labell As ystem.Web.UJ.Wob ontrols. abel 
Protected WithEvents Label2 As yslem.Web.Ul.Web ontrol .Label 
Protected With.Events Label3 As System.Web.Ur.Web ontrol .Label 
Protected WithEvents txttitle A System.Weh. l.Web ntrol .Te tBo 
Protected WithEvents txtauthor As ystem.Web. I.Web ontrols.Tc tBox 
Protected With.Events txttype As System.Web.UL Web ntrols.Textdox 
Protected WithEvents btnin err As S st em.Web. l.Wob ontrol .Button 
Protected Witlt"Vents rvtxttirle As 
y tem.Web.Ul.Web ontrols.Required ieldvalidaror 
Protected With vents rvtxtauthor A 
Systern.Web.Ul.Web ontrols.RequircdFioldValidator 
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Protected WithEvents rvtxttype As 
System.Web.UI.WebControls.RequiredFieldValidator 
Protected WithEvents Imagel As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Jmage 
Protected WithEvents Label4 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents Label5 As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents DropDownListl As 
System.Web.UI.WebControls.DropDownList 
Protected WithEvents lbluser As System.Web.UI.WebControls.Label 
Protected WithEvents txtDesc As System.Web.UJ.WebControls.TextBox 
Protected WithEvents Label6 As System.Web.Ul.WebControls.Label 
'NOTE: The following placeholder declaration is required by the Web Form Designer. 
'Do not delete or move it. 
Private designerPlaceholderDeclaration As System.Object 
Private Sub Page_Init(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.lnit 
'CODEGEN: This method call is required by the Web Form De igner 
'Do not modify it using the code editor. 
InitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
#End Region 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
'Put user code to initialize the page here 
If Len(Session("personID")) = 0 Then 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome to the personal library system" 
Else 
lbluser.Text ="Welcome" & Session("usemame") & "!" 
End If 
If Me.IsPostBack =False Then 
Dim dsbook As DataSet = GetDataSetQ 
BindGrid( dsbook) 
End If 
bind() 
'bindgrid I() 
End Sub 
Public Function GetOata et( A atn et 
Dim str As tring 
Dim dsbook As New Data et 
tr= "Select • FR M tblB k where pcrs nl "' & 'cssi n "pcrs nl " & "'" 
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'str ="SELECT bookID, booktype, booktitle, bookauthor, status, bookdescription" 
'str &="FROM dbo.tblBook" 
'str &="WHERE personID ="' & Session("personlD") & ""' 
Dim sdamember As New SqlDataAdapter(str, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdamember .SelectCommand. Command Type = Command Type. Text 
dsbook.Clear() 
sdamember.Fill(dsbook, "tblBook") 
objconn. Close() 
Return dsbook 
End Function 
'sub that binds dataset to gtrid 
Public Sub BindGrid(ByVal ds As DataSet) 
grid] .DataSource = ds.Tables("tblBook") 
Me.DataBind() 
End Sub 
Private Sub btninsert_Click(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As Sy tem.EventArgs) 
Handles btninsert.Click 
Dim statuslD As String 
statusID = DropDownList1 .Selectedltem.Value 
Dim str As String 
Dim sqldtadp As SqlClient.SqlDataAdapter 
Dim lnsCom As New SqlC1ient.SqlCommand 
'create insert statement 
str = "INSERT CNTO tblBook (personID, booktype, booktitle, bookauthor, status, 
bookdescription )" 
str &=" Values("' & Session("personlD") & "',"' & txtrype.Text & "','" & 
txttitle.Text & '","' & txtauthor.Text & "',"' & statuslD & '","' & txtD sc.Text & '")" 
objconn. Open() 
lnsCom.Connection = objconn 
lnsCom.CommandText = str 
InsCom.CommandType • ommand'T pe.Te t 
lnsCom.ExecuteNon uery() 
objconn. lose() 
End Sub 
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'this was a dumb function to test out the sql 
Sub bindgridl() 
Dim strsql As String 
strsql ="Select* FROM tblMaster where person ID="' & Session("personlD") & ""' 
'strsql ="SELECT dbo.tblBook.bookID AS Exprl, dbo.tblBook.booktype AS 
Expr2, dbo.tblBook.booktitle AS Expr3, dbo.tblBook.bookauthor AS Expr4," 
'strsql &= "dbo.tblBook.bookdescription AS ExprS, dbo.tblStatus.status" 
'strsql &="FROM dbo.tblBook INNER JOTN dbo.tblStatus ON dbo.tblBook.status 
= dbo.tblStatus.statusID" 
'strsql &= "WHERE dbo.tblBook.personJD ="' & Session("personl D") & ""' 
Dim sdalib As New SqlDataAdapter(strsql, objconn) 
objconn. Open() 
sdalib.SelectCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
dslib.Clear() 
sdalib.Fill(dslib, "tb!Book") 
dvlib = dslib.Tables(O).DefaultView 
objconn. Close() 
gridl .DataSource = dvlib 
grid l .DataBind() 
End Sub 
'the dropdown box for status 
Private Sub bind() 
Dim str As String 
Dim dtstat As New OataTable 
Dim dsstat As New OataSet 
str ="SELECT status,statusfD FROM tblStatus RD R BY tatu ID" 
Dim adpstat As New SqlOataAdapter(str objconn 
objconn.Open() 
adpstat.SelectCommand. ommandType 
dsstat.Clear() 
adpstat.Fill( dsstat "tblStatus") 
objconn. lose() 
mmand'l' pe.Te: t 
DropDownList I . Data ource = d tat 
DropDownLi tl .DataValneField = "starusl " 
DropDownLi t I. eta'Iextfield •" tntus" 
DronOownl.istt. ataBind( 
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End Sub 
Private Sub gridl_CancelCommand(ByVal source As Object, ByVal e As 
Systern.Web.UI.WebControls.DataGridCommandEventArgs) Handles 
gridl .CancelCommand 
grid l .Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = GetDataSet() 
BindGrid( dsmem) 
End Sub 
Private Sub gridl_EditCommand(ByVal source As Object, ByVal e As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. DataGridCommandEventArgs) Handles 
gridl .EditCommand 
gridl .Editltemlndex = e.ltem.ltemlndex 
Dim dsmem As DataSet = GetDataSet() 
B indGrid( dsmem) 
End Sub 
Private Sub gridl_UpdateCommand(ByVal source A Object, ByVal e A 
System.Web.Ul.WebControls.DataGridCommandEventArgs) Handles 
gridl .UpdateCommand 
Dim bookID, booktype, booktitle As String 
Dim bookauthor, bookdescription As String 
Dim status As String 
'bookID,booktype,booktitle,bookauthor,status,bookdescription 
'newFirstNarne = CType(e.ltem.FindControl("txtfirstname"), TextBox).Text 
status= CType(e.ltem.Cells(4).Controls(O) TextBox).Text 
booktype = CType(e.Item.Cells(I ).Controls(O), TextBox).Text 
booktitle = CType(eJtern.Cells(2).Controls(O) TextBox).Text 
bookauthor = CType(e.ltem.Cells(3).Controls(O) TextBox).Text 
bookdescription = CType(e.Item.Cells(S).Control (0), TextBox).Text 
bookID = e.Item.Cell (O).Text 
Dim sdamember As New SqlClient.SqlDataAdapter 
Dim commember A New qi lient.Sql ommand 
Dim update As String 
'booklD,booktype,booktitle,bookauthor statu .bookde cription 
update= "UPDAT tblB k Tb kt pe "' & b t pc '" booktitle "' 
booktitle & "' " ' update &= "bookauthor=" & b kauth r 
",bo kdcscription=" & b okdescripu n '" '' 
update&= "WHERE book! bo kl 
" 
0 ((JIU. 
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objconn. Open() 
com.member.Connection= objconn 
commember.CommandText = update 
commember.CommandType = CommandType.Text 
commernber .ExecuteNonQuery() 
objconn.Close() 
grid l.Editltemlndex = -1 
Dim ds As DataSet = GetDataSet() 
BindGrid(ds) 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButton6_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.Ul.ImageCtickEventArgs) Handles ImageButton6.Click 
Response .Redirect("newlo gin. aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButtonl_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.UllmageClickEventArgs) Handles lmageButton t .Click 
Response.Redirect("main.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub lmageButton3_Click(ByVat sender As System.Object, ByVat e As 
System.Web.Ul.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles lmageButton3.Click 
Response.Redirect("newlogin.aspx") 
End Sub 
Private Sub lmageButton4_Click(ByVat sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.Ul.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles lmageButton4.Click 
Response. Redirect('' new lo gin .aspx ") 
End Sub 
Private Sub hnageButton7 _ Click(ByVat sender A Sy tem. bject By Val e As 
System.Web.UI.JmageClickEventArgs) Handles Ima reButton7. lick 
Response.Redirect("selmedia.a px") 
End Sub 
End Class 
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